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ABSTRACT

I
This paper is the first in a seri«gb which discusses the use of algebraic
computer programs as an aid to the calculation of Feynman diagrams in highenergy physics, I first give a general, discussion on the nature of the Feynman
diagrams to be evaluated and outline the many aspects of their calculation
which may conveniently be handled by computer.

Then I describe in some detail

the program GAMALG|(written in the LISP-based symbolic manipulation language
MACSYMA) which performs algebraic manipulations on Dirac gamma matrices (in
n dimensions),

GAMALG is available for general use, and I give many examples

of its application.

In addition, I discuss several useful results on gamma

matrices which do not appear to be widely known.

The next two in this series

of papers (written with A, E. Terrano) address the evaluation of the momentum
space integrals resulting from Feynman diagrams. We shall describe a program
to perform, automatically any Feynman parameterization, yielding a form suitable for numerical evaluation, together with a program which performs analytically some integrals in terms of beta functions. For diagrams involving «*rik«
massless particles up to three loops (and with few external lines), the remaining integrals may usually be done analytically by a Chebyshef expansion method,
as we shall describe. At the one-loop level, all Feynman integrals may be

*Work supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No,
DE--AC-03-79ER0068, and by a Feynman Fellowship.
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evaluated completely in terms of dilogarithm functions, and we shall present
a program which does this.

Finally, we «i±A/d*se«WBBb«» the automatic generation

of diagrams and of renormalization counterterms.

[Some parts of this paper are based on 'MA.CSYMA Tools for Feynman Diagram
Calculations,1 in the proceedings of the 19/9 MACSYMA Users' Conference,
June 1979],
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1.

Introduction
The evaluation of Feynman diagrams is essentially the only known method

for extracting physical predictions from the relativistic quantized field
theories which are believed to describe the interactions of elementary particles.

The computation of complicated diagrams is necessary both to allow

more precise comparisons with experimental results, and to elucidate the basic
structure of the theories investigated.

The purpose of this series of papers

is to describe in detail programs which have been written by A. E. Terrano
and/^s» in the algebraic, manipulation language MACSYMA to automate most common
features of diagram calculations,

In Section 2 of this paper, I discuss briefly

the classes of Feynman diagrams which have been evaluated to date and delineate those which are likely to be of relevance in the immediate future, and
in whose calculation our programs are intended to assist. This paper does
not describe the basic aspects of Feynman diagrams; for these we refer the
reader to Refs. [1.1] or [1.2] . In Section 3 I discuss the algorithms and
construction of the MACSYMA program GAMALG which handles the gamma matrix
algebra aspects of Feynman diagram evaluation, and give examples of its use.
For those unfamiliar with it, a few words should be said concerning MACSYMA.
MACSYMA is undoubtedly the most powerful algebraic manipulation computer language available.

It was developed by the. MATHLAB group of the M.I.T. Labora-

tory for Computer Science, and is presently generally available, only on their
KL-10 computer, which may be accessed directly by telephone, or, for example,
through the ARPA network. MACSYMA is written in LISP.

It manipulates

*
In any branch of theoretical physics where perturbation theory is used,
diagrammatic techniques abound. The diagrammatic methods encountered in
studies of many-body systems (atoms, nuclei, solids, spin systems, turbulent
fluids, ...) are qualitatively similar to those used in high energy physics,
although they are usually more amenable to approximation. We shall, however,
discuss only genuine* Feynman diagrams here.

retairi viatic.
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algebraic expressions, and performs symbolic differentiation, integration
(of any form whose integral contains only elementary functions, and in some
cases, dilogarithm or Spence functions), factoring and so on. The REDUCE,
SCHOONSHIP and ASHMEDAI systems often used for high-energy physics calculations
perform some gamma matrix algebra efficiently but do not offer such sophisticated ancillary algebraic manipulation capabilities as those available in
MACSYMA.

The main limitation of MACSYMA at present is its inability to handle

more than a few thousand terms; this deficiency should, however, be in part
overcome when it is implemented on other computers. For more, details of MACSYMA
see Ref. [1.3], which may be obtained from the MATHLAB group at M.I.T. Note
that in this paper there occasionally appear references to disk files; these
are on the M^I^T^-MC KL-10 computer. To use GAMALG (and the programs to be
described in later installments of this series) , it is not necessary to have
a sophisticated knowledge, of MACSYMA.
.

only know how to enter MACSYMA.

In fact, for simple purposes one need

Then GAfl^ALG (and our other programs) may be.

loaded and used by imitation of the examples given below or those available
on-line on the computer, or by following the reference manuals available on
the computer.
This series of papers is addressed primarily to those concerned with
physics, rather than with computers. However, at least some of the discussion,
especially on the purpose of the programs described, is intended to be accessible to all. A more detailed description of -the computer programming aspects
of our work will be presented elsewhere.

.
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2.

Applications of Feynman Diagrams

2.1

Introduction
In order to assess what computational tools for Feynman diagram evalu-

ation are necessary or desirable, one must consider the nature of the diagrams
to be evaluated and the form of the results required^

This consideration is

addressed in the present section. After some general comments, I describe
the diagrams which have been calculated so far in the various theories presently under widespread investigation and speculate on those which will be
of interest in the near future. These speculations will suggest some definite
directions for

the computer evaluation of Feynman diagrams which I, at least,

intend to follow.

In this section I eo«14 have given many references>~inefcead

-I-havo decided trr give nonos. bvdc

"tH^M

<M*

arv^vJ^t^Xu

-^JLA ftws

Owflsjk..

The. computation of interaction probabilities in realistic quantized field
theories can, at present, be done only as a 'perturbation' expansion in powers
^

of the coupling constant (a parameter which specifies the strength of the
interaction) for the theory.

The terms in the perturbation expansion may be

represented by Feynman diagrams. At the kth order in the expansion, each
diagram will typically contain k vertices and up to k/2 loops.

(Note that,

in estimating the complexity of diagrams, final state phase space integrations
should be treated on an equal footing with internal loon integrations.) A
total of about 30 sets of diagrams for distinct physical processes have been
evaluated at the first (lowest) order; about half of these have been extended
to the next order. About four processes have been calculated to third order
:ne next oraer. ADOUC lour processes nave oeen caicuiai.eu to tniru oruer

+ I, <j_-,_(e e )/, deep inelastic scattering operator anomalous dimens'

(g-2/, g
A QED£

QCD

A

HCi-sV)

and a couple of somewhat derivative and less relevant onesf) . The anomalous
magnetic moment of the electron is being calculated numerically to fourth
order (0(a ) , 4 loops) and involves some 891 diagrams 11 £J
r 7

^—-^
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The complexity of Feynman diagrams grows drastically with order. Typically, at the kth order, k! diagrams contribute and the number of terms in
the momentum space integrand for each diagram also grows roughly like k!, while
the dimensionality of the final integrals to be evaluated grows as k.

The

precise number of terms generated depends importantly on the algorithm used,
but it is reasonably clear that beyond fifth order, no existing computer memory
can be expected to hold the required amount of information.

Before this ob-

struction is met, however, the time required for evaluation of the diagrams
by existing computers becomes quite prohibitive.

There is no known method

for complete systematic analytical evaluation of all the integrals generated
in high-order diagram calculations. One must, therefore, resort at least in
part to numerical means; the high dimensionality of the integrals required
essentially dictates the use of a Monte Carlo method, and huge cancellations
require very many sample points. One may estimate that the time required
for numerical diagram evaluation on the fastest existing computers grows with
5
order at least like (k!) , typically crossing one year at k = 4. It is clear
that a better method than the diagram expansion is called for, but there has
so far been no indication that such a method exists. In fact, the vigor with
which a new method is sought has dulled somewhat in the thirty years since
the invention of Feynman diagrams.

The need for a new method of calculation

is perhaps the most convincing justification for attempts at analytical,
rather than numerical, evaluation of high order diagrams. From analytical
results, one may hope to discern patterns and identify the important classes
of terms, and thereby be able to guess or even prove the behavior of higher
orders.

Certainly the. comparative simplicity of the analytic forms of many

higher-order results encourages this hope.
_

(For example, there are indications

that the numerically most, important parts of non-logarithmic terms in diagrams
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involving only masslesis particles are proportional to (IT )

(from changing

•p

sheets in log terms), j!f(j) (from end-point singularities in parametric integrals), and sometimes ijj
and j ;£ k.

J

(n) , where n is a parameter (e.g., moment number)

In addition, the fact that all analytical results for diagrams

have reduced to polylogarithm functions may be significant.)
Of course, it is not entirely evident that very high order results are
relevant. The perturbation expansion is presumably at best an asymptotic
series, and if the expansion parameter (presumably effectively the coupling
constant) is not sufficiently small that only very low orders need be considered, then the effects of the eventual divergence of the series are probably
devastating even if high order terms can be calculated.

It appears that no

interesting field theory (probably including QED) gives a Borel re-summable
k
k
k
perturbatioa_s_eries
(i.e., the series are. like Ek!a rather than E(-l) k!a ~
C

^ 2 ^In the case of QED, the expansion parameter

e1/aEi(l/a)/cu).

(a ~ 1/137) is

sufficiently small that very high order difficulties are plausibly irrelevant.
However, the extreme accuracy of experimental investigations of QED (e.g.,
one part in 10

for the anomalous magnetic moment of the m « W ) necessitates

rather high order calculations to allow theoretical comparisons.

(In fact,

beyond 0(a ) even the electron anomalous magnetic moment receives sufficiently
important contributions from strong and weak interaction effects to render
a pure QED calculation inadequate.)

In QCD, it is less clear that the effec-

tive coupling constant is small enough (at accessible energies) to justify
the many perturbative calculations which have been done. Among other difficulties, the effective expansion parameter for QCD perturbation series appears
to be a

s

or perhaps even IT a V, rather than the a/n
s\

typically found in QED.

In the next three sections, I summarize very briefly most of the. Feynman
diagram calculations which have, been clone in field theories of apparent relevance to the real world.

In addition, I mention some of the more obvious
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calculations which remain to be done.

With these in mind, Section 2.5 dis-

cusses the computer programs for diagram evaluation which are required.

The

purpose of this series of papers is to describe several computer programs
which have been written to serve the majority of these needs.
I shall not mention below the many calculations which have been done
in, for example, <f> and <f> field theories (in various numbers of spacetime
dimension often not close to four).

Since such theories are presently not

believed to be directly relevant in practice (except perhaps for the Higgs'
sector of weak interaction theories), calculations on them are usually in
the nature of numerical experiments to investigate the behavior of the perturbation series and are usually simpler than the corresponding ones for more
realistic field theories.

The foremost of these is probably a recent analyt-

Czia7
4

9

ical calculation of the beta function for <j>, to fifth order (0(X ) ; four loops/).
This is the highest order to which any complete diagram calculation has been
carried.

It was performed using methods which we have now implemented in

the computer programs to be described in the second and third installments
of this series (loop-by-loop extraction of (Euler) beta functions and re&nfig=~uratiQfr-sp-aee--6h-e:by;shgf expansion/) .

The results were used in an estimate

of the prescription-independent quantity g'(X ) , 3(X ) = 0, to all orders
in \ using Borel resummation methods/.

Another scalar field theory in which
3
3
several calculations have been done is <j> (<j>~ in 6 spacetime dimensions) .
3
These are intended as simple model calculations for QCD (<j) is asymptotically
free), but are probably irrelevant} not least because cb, does not exhibit the
doubly-logarithmic infrared singularity structure of massless QED and QCD.
2.2

Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)
QED is the relativistic quantized field theory for the interactions of

electrons (and muons) with photons.

It was for the investigation of this
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theory that Feynman diagrams were originally developed/ and until quite recently (~ 1973) it was the only theory in which higher-order calculations
appeared to be meaningful. Many complicated QED processes have been evaluated,
and in all cases where non-electromagnetic effects are negligible, they have
been in precise agreement with experiment; any practical failings of perturbative QED have yet to be uncovered.

By now, most QED diagram calculations

which are relevant for comparisons with existing and forthcoming experiments
have been done, and in recent years there have been few new calculations.
In most cases, higher order effects are smaller than (e.g., hadronic) effects
not directly calculable from QED.

o«0

_ _,

t,j%

.

&•*]

«-'0

O-nl

Of the basic QED processes, ue/, e ef,

e e /and ey/scattering (including

e e •*• YY(Y)// have been evaluated to second order (0(a); one. loop) while yy

2

'

M

scattering is known only to lowest order (0(a ) in amplitude; one loopY. For
y

•+ anything (or equivalently, the QED beta function), there are third-order

results (0(a ) ; two loops) in the high-energy limit/,

(Contributions from

diagrams with the maximal number of internal fermion loops, which numerically
propagator (vacuum polarization) is known completely to second order (0(ct ) ;
dominateCi.ZoJ
the 0(a ) result, are known analytically through 0(a «.) The photon
two loops^ ; for massless electrons (i.e., high-energy limit) the three-loop
contribution has also been calculated/^ (the parametric form for a complete
calculation to this order has recently been given/)"? The complete, electron
ClZz
2,
^
propagator is known to second order (0(a ) ; two loops)/as is the. eye vertex
(0(ecO; two loops)/. The a ^ projection of this vertex, which gives the
anomalous magnetic moaient, has been calculated to third order (O(eeT); three
loops)! and a fourth-order calculation is in progress/. All of these results,
except parts of the third-order anomalous magnetic moment, are analytical.
In most cases there was not even a preliminary numerical calculation made.
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In many cases, however, some part or limit of the answer was known before
the complete calculation, often by non-diagrammatic techniques (e.g., timeordered perturbation theory/ effective Lagrangians/or renormalization group
methods/) 1 {[/he second class of calculations in QED is of radiative corrections
to decay processes.

For strongly-interacting initial or final particles,

such calculations cannot be made precise within the context of QED, although
the relevant diagrams have, been computed to one-loop (first) order/

For u

decay, complete analytical calculations exist to first order in a (0(a); one
T2-2J)
loop/) , while some features of higher order terms (exponentiation) are knownA

^

+_
(u -+• e w e e

ft-JO

'

is also known numerically/) . For other than V ± A muon-like.

decays, the effects of higher-order weak interactions must be included; the
calculations are complete to the one-loop level/.
to the. leptonic decays of W

The second-order corrections

have also been calculated/.

Corrections to r a d i -

ative decays (in w h i c h , to lowest order, a single photon is emitted) may be
-

related to the photon propagator and given (for vanishing electron mass) to

ftjO 8
third order/(0(a ) ; three l o o p s ) , although they are probably not useful.
A third class of QED calculations involves the bound states positronium

+ -

+ -

-

(e e ) , muoniura (u e ) and hydrogen (pe ) . The second-order corrections to
T2.J3]
ft-3<t]
,
3
1
the decay rates of ortho ( S )/and para ( S )/positronium are known (0(a )
J--V
O A.
3
3
and 0(a ) , respectively; one l o o p ) , for the S.. case only numerically. For
positronium and muonium, the energy levels have been calculated analytically
, 2
to third order (0(a/2"loga(a^'Ry)))/,
and an analytical calculation of the next
r<
y)))l> ana a n anaiy
order is in progress, with some parts completed/.

The energy levels of the

hydrogen atom, and in particular the Lamb splitting, are dominantly determined

fi-iil
by QED effects and have been calculated as for muonium/.

T n most higher-order

bound state calculations, it is necessary to use sophisticated

techniques

to treat the multiple interactions which bind the particles into the bound

[i-2^]
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state, but do not contribute directly to the effect (e.g., decay rate or level
splitting) calculated.

Typically these methods involve the use of non-plane-

wave incoming particle states or application of complicated projections on
diagrams to remove iterated effects/. The programs we describe do not address
these manipulations.
A further group of QED calculations give corrections to the scattering
of an electron from an external potential. Many of these calculations border
on atomic physics and are done numerically.

Nevertheless, analytical results

C?
2
'^
exist for Bremsstrahlung (eV •*• e(y)) to second order (0(a ) ; one loop)/, the
+ + 3
Bethe-Heitler process (yV -»• e e (y) or u p (y)) to second order (0(a ) ; one

c?*o

4

' ^

loop)/, and for Delbriick scattering (yVV -> y) to lowest order (0(a ) ; one loop)/
It is interesting to note that of all the diagram structures in QED, the box
(which
is responsible
for yy
•> numerically
yy and hencedominant
Delbriickcontribution
scattering) is
the
least
studied, despite
its
to probably
the differ3
ence between the electron and muon anomalous magnetic moments to 0(a ) (by
2 2
virtue of an unusual infrared log (m /m ) term not arising from renormalization
y

e

ri.u]

2
2
2 /
and therefore not really log(m /(m + u ))/) .

There are several further classes of QED calculations. One involves the
interactions of polarized electrons and photons, which have typically only

r24?3
been studied to lowest order/. However, most QED calculations relevant for
direct comparison with existing or forthcoming experimental results have been
carried to the highest order at which effects of other (e.g., strong) interactions (which cannot usually be calculated accurately) may be neglected,
There is, therefore, little experimental incentive for further QED calculations
in the immediate future. Moreover, it is unlikely that any meaningful investigation of the structure of the perturbation series for QED could be made
by evaluating high-order diagrams using foreseeable computational tools. I,
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therefore, do not anticipate many new calculations in QED in the near future,
except as trivial by-products of QCD calculations.

2•^

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
QCD is the primary candidate for a field theory of strong interactions.

It describes the interactions of quarks and gluons. Almost by definition,
strong interactions have coupling constants so large that perturbation theory
is usually useless. However, QCD has the. remarkable property (which is supported by experimental results) of 'asymptotic freedom,' which leads to small
effective coupling constants for processes involving large momentum transfers
(short distances)/.

This constraint on the region of applicability of QCD

perturbation theory (at least should) determines what quantities are computed
in QCD using Feynman diagrams.
The first class of calculations in QCD determines the behavior of the
(suitably defined) effective coupling constant at high momentum, transfers by
*w

evaluating the terms logarithmic in energy resulting from loop corrections
to the qqG or GGG vertices, usually by finding the 0(l/e = 1/(4-n)) divergent
3
pieces of the diagrams.

2

V

Second-order (0(g ) (g = 4iTa ) ; one loop)* calculations

of the beta function, which determine the effective coupling, revealed the
property of asymptotic freedom.
is known to third order (0(g ))/.

The analytical result for the beta function
Of course, one cannot expect to reveal much

about the behavior of QCD at small momentum transfers, where the effective
coupling is large, by a perturbation expansion in the strength of the interac2
tion (for example, terms of order exp(-l/g ) , which have, zero asymptotic expansion in powers of g will inevitably be missed).

It is, therefore, not.

entirely clear that a calculation of 3(g) to higher orders is worthwhile,
although such results would presumably help in attempts to find 3(g) to all
orders in g.

It would also be amusing to know if the fixed-point condition
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3(g) = 0 can be satisfied for g ^ 0 to higher orders. In the model QED without
^

internal fermion loops necessary to study such eigenvalue conditions/ it is
known explicitly to 0(e ) that 3(e) has no zeros away from e = 0 and it is

run

proved that if a zero exists, it must be of infinite order/. In QCD, 3(g) can
have a zero/to 0(g) only if the number of quark flavors/is larger than 8.
(It is amusing to note that the 0(g) term changes sign when F > 16.5, while
the 0(g) term becomes positive when F ^ 8.05.

One wonders whether this in-

crease in the importance of fermion loop terms continues in higher orders.)
One unfortunate feature of the 0(g) and higher contributions to 3(g) is their
dependence on the renormalization prescription used.

(This occurs also in

the. QED beta function, which is known to 0(e ) , when diagrams containing extra
2
fermion loops, which give 0(l/e ) as well as 0(1/e) terms, are included.)
This impedes the physical interpretation of such contributions, since crosssections must also be computed to third order to provide a prescriptionindependent measure of g.

It appears that the programs described in this

series of papers should be capable of at least a numerical and probably an
analytical calculation of 3(g) to 0(g ) . Most calculations of 3(g) assume
3
massless quarks; the results for 3(g) with massive quarks are known to 0(g ) ,
where they are already prescription-dependent.
A class of calculations similar to those yielding 3(g) derives the 'anomalous dimensions' which give the dependence, of the effective (~ current) mass
2
of a quark on the acceleration used to measure it. (Q ) . Analytical results
here have been obtained to second order (0(g ) ; two loops) f|%2 • 4*J.
The first (and probably theoretically best-founded) class of QCD calculations which allowed direct comparison with experiment made use of the operator product expansion.

In this method, the diagrams computed involve 'oper-

ator vertices ' which are added to the Feynman rules as a formal device to keep
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track of the various terms with specific dependences on the external momentum.
The process best investigated by these techniques is deep-inelastic scattering
2
for which analytical results to third order (0(a a); two loops, for anomalous
dimensions, one loop for coefficient functions) exist, although at third order
they are extremely complicated and have yet to be properly used.

The second

order (0(a a)) results (for anomalous dimensions) have, however, been used
extensively as the basis for leading log approximations to many processes l*-¥lY
Another use of the operator product expansion method is in calculating QCD
corrections to weak decays. These calculations are characterized by the appearance of complicated operator vertices containing y • they have been completed
(though not to the satisfaction of all) to the one loop level/which is quite
sufficient in view of the ad hoc nature of the models used to relate results
for quarks and gluons to those for hadrons.

(Nevertheless, two-loop calcula-

tions are apparently being made,)
w

In the last year or so, there has been a considerable amount of effort
devoted to direct calculations of higher-order cross-sections in QCD perturbation theory.

These divide basically into two classes:

those, for which the

initial state contains colored particles (i.e., quarks and/or gluons) and those
whose initial states consist only of photons (or W'~, z°). The latter class
of calculations has the advantage that when the cross-sections for the production of all possible final states accessible from the given initial state are
added together, the result is free from infrared divergences.

For processes

involving initial colored particles, infrared divergences remain but are universal to all processes and may therefore be factorized out (c.f., the discussion of divergences in Section 4.1 of the forthcoming installment) in comparisons between processes.

In a given process, the change in the divergent

pieces with energy is given by the very same 'anomalous dimensions' as describe
~
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the energy dependence, of the deep inelastic scattering cross-section calculated
using the operator product expansion.

(In fact, beyond lowest order, it is

not known whether the anomalous dimensions associated with parton •*• hadron
are the same as those calculated for hadron -*- parton; an explicit diagram
calculation to investigate this would be very interesting.)
Probably the most directly relevant process involving no initial color
which has been calculated is the total cross-section for electron-positron

+-

annihilation to hadrons, given in perturbation theory by the processes e e -> qq,
qqG, qqGG, qqq'q',

This is obtained as the imaginary part of the photon

propagator.

Calculations of the photon propagator at deep Euclidean momenta

2
(q -> -co) a r e

at

a similar level of rigor to those on deep inelastic scattering

2
of virtual photons (with q -*• -°°) from hadrons.

(An operator product expansion

is, of course, unnecessary for the photon propagator, since at leading twist,
there is only one contributing operator.)

The photon propagator in QCD has

^
been calculated analytically to second order (0(aa ) ; two loops)*

In fact,

to this order, QCD results differ from the corresponding QED only by an overall
factor. However, the 0(aa ) finite part of the photon propagator depends on
the renormalization prescription used to calculate it, and the original QED
calculations had been done for massive electrons using the usual QED renormalization prescrip

2
m (momentum space subtraction at q = 0 ) rather than the

dimensionally regularized minimal subtraction method usually used for QCD.
The relevant analytical calculation is, in fact, given in the second of this
series of papers as an illustration of the use of our programs.

Since QCD

perturbation theory is only sensible at energies much higher than the effective

+ - annihilation, it is presumably sensible

masses of quarks 'produced' in e e

and extremely convenient to neglect their masses in calculations. Unless
^

specified otherwise, all results discussed in the remainder of this section
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are for massless quarks. To obtain the imaginary part of the photon propagator,
^

it is only necessary to evaluate 0(1/E) and mofe divergent terms in the real
part at the order required (the anomalous dimension of the photon field in
QCD).

The analytical calculation of the necessary terms has recently been

2
completed to third order (0(aa ) ; three loops).

(It was for this calculation

that the programs described below were developed.

Two other groups have also

done the calculation, one numerically and the other analytically/)
to calculations of the total cross-section for e e

In addition

annihilation, there have

also been several studies of the energy distributions of the final states
produced/. These typically use the 0(aac-) differential cross-section and integrate over final state configurations with some weight function other than
the uniform one which would give the total cross-sections

The form of the

weight function determines the analytical form of the integrals; typically
integrals with reasonable weight functions can be done in terms of dilogarithm
^

functions at 0(aa ) . A further class of calculations compute the energy spec+ trum of one or more particles proauced in e e annihilation.

The. results are

not infrared finite, but their divergences may be factorized out. Most calculations in e e

annihilation (as elsewhere) have been done for zero mass

quarks.

The introduction of small quark masses appears, however, to reveal
2
some interesting results (e.g., 0(m /s) corrections to cross-sections but
0(/m /s) corrections to final state energy distributions/).
Another color singlet initial state process computed in QCD is yy •*• hadrons,
$<5WV£.

2 2

Analytical calculations on this have been done to third order (0(a a ) ; two
s

r**v3

.

loops] . A further process in this class is W -> hadrons (where the virtual
W comes from T heavy lepton decay T -*• W v ) . Calculations on this give essentially the imaginary part of the. W

propagator (or 'axial vector spectral func-

_

tion ) in QCD and have been performed analytically to second order (0(g""a);
w s
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(2-Sk\
two loops in real part of propagator/) . They are rendered difficult by the
_

presence of y .
The simplest QCD process involving colored partons in the initial state
is probably deep inelastic scattering.

This has been analyzed to third order
[1

, *

2

(0(aa )) by operator product expansion methods. The correspondence with direct
calculations is reasonably clear, but a further direct diagrammatic evaluation
of deep inelastic scattering at third order would serve as a useful check on
existing results. At lowest order, deep inelastic scattering involves only
y*q -»- q.

In the next order y*q -> qG and y*G -*• qq (and presumably;processes

thus far not calculated involving extra initial state particles/ contribute.
Using the 'anomalous dimensions' derived from the operator product expansion
analysis, or other methods, one may extract the term in y*q -*• qG proportional
2 2
to log(q /u ) which appears when the gluon is collinear to one of the quarks
and sum the tower of such terms arising from multiple independent gluon emis_

sions to all orders in a . The next tower of terms is built on the complete
s
result for y*q -> qG (including the 'constant' part not. containing logarithmic
2
factors) and iterates contributions from the 0(a a) 'anomalous dimensions .
Another process studied directly in QCD perturbation theory is lepton
pair (e.g., u u ) production in hadron-hadron collisions (the Drell-Yan process').

At lowTest-order, this arises from qq -> y*(-> up).

The next order

corrections due to qq -»• y*G and Gq -+• y*q (together with loop corrections to
the qq -*- y* vertex) have finally (after several incorrect, attempts) been evaluated analytically/.

One still higher order correction (0(aa )) due to qq •*• qqy*

A_

s

t%.ti\

has now been computed analytically after a numerical result had been obtained/.
The hypothetical alert reader may perceive that the three processes just
discussed all involve simple crossings of loop corrections to the qqy* vertex
and to processes involving q,

qJ , y* and G variously in the initial and final
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state.
_

The loop diagrams may be crossed directly at this order (up to IT terms

resulting from reversing the sign of the arguments of log

2

terms), but the

phase space integration for the tree diagrams differs for the various initial
states, and it is not presently known how to relate the 'crossed' processes
directly.
G.

Clearly the next set of QCD processes involve q,

q , y*, y(*) and

In this class lie yy -*• hadrons, y*hadron •* yX, hadron hadron -* yyX and

several others of less immediate experimental relevance. Only yy •*• hadrons
has been calculated beyond lowest order, but the others should be quite accessible using, for example, the programs discussed below.
I have thus far discussed only QCD processes involving a photon in the
initial or final state. QCD perturbation theory cannot describe in detail
the formation or structure of hadrons. Whenever the momentum of a quark or
gluon produced in a process must be determined, there is always an intrinsic
error or smearing introduced because of its fragmentation to the hadrons which
w

are observed.

If only photon momenta need be considered, none of these dif-

ficulties exists. Nevertheless, processes involving only hadrons and with
sufficiently large momentum transfers that use of perturbative QCD is reasonable
are more easily accessible experimentally, and it is, therefore, useful to
make QCD calculations on them.

(-)
(-)
The lowest-order results for cs q — ± q q ,

Gq •*• qG, GG -> qq and GG •* GG were obtained about three years ago/, and recently

I?
there have been several attempts to calculate to the next order/1 Only the
tree graphs (2 -*• 3, e.g., qq •*• qqG) contributions have been obtained for all
the necessary processes (which involve well over 100 diagrams).

It will be

interesting to check these results and to include one-loop contributions.
The lowest-order calculations have been done for massive as well as massless
quarks and may be relevant to the production of heavy flavors/.
w
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Still another (and perhaps the least justified) class of QCD calculations
involves the decays of bound states of heavy quark pairs.
these calculations are equivalent to those for positronium.

At lowest order,
Higher-order

corrections, however, depend on the non-Abelian (trilinear gluon) couplings
in QCD.

3
They have been evaluated analytically to second order (0(a ) ; one

loop) for the case of QQ annihilation at rest to GG, GGG and GGqq (tw-g«Gt,rio—blipa. on the quantum numboro of the initial QQ state/was jnado)f.

here were found to be surprisingly large.

The corrections
ft, fe«

It would be interesting to see

whether the large corrections to the total decay rate are also manifest in
a large spreading of the lowest-order 2-jet final state energv distribution
by three-particle production/* In view of the mounting experimental evidence,
it would be of considerable interest to compute the higher-order corrections
to the three-jet final states expected at. lowest order from the (QQ) •+ GGG
decays of
s.

S

QQ bound states/.

v

The number of diagrams involved is, however,

quite large, and the presence of massive quarks leads to grave difficulties
for analytical techniques.

Moreover, a proper calculation would have to make

use of the bound state techniques mentioned above for QED, which may be difficult to apply precisely to QCD.
In doing QCD perturbation theory, one usually assumes that the various
fields have approximately zero value in the vacuum and considers small fluctuations in the fields.

However, it is known that, in Euclidean spacetime,

the QCD vacuum can exhibit a classical non-vanishing value for the gluon po[mjt,

*»A.~\

tential (an instant on solution to the classical pure Yang-Mills field equa-

\J
tions).

In calculating the perturbations from this vacuum state, one must

use complicated propagators for the quarks and gluons in this background field
(similar in conception, and some details, to those encountered in calculations
of atomic properties, where electrons propagate in the background electromagnetic
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field of the nucleus).

Such calculations are rather different in character

from usual Feynman diagram calculations and are distinguished for the need

^s

to workjaoaily in configuration space and consequently the appearance of Besael
functions*

From the above discussion, it is clear that there exists a rather large
number of interesting calculations in QCD perturbation theory which should
yield to computer evaluation in the near future.

In many cases, numerical

results will be quite sufficient for the phenomenological purposes intended,
but in cases involving only a single kinematic invariant (e.g., 3(g) or the
e e

total cross-section), where results will be essentially single numbers,

it is clearly desirable to have exact analytical forms, which may help to
reveal detailed patterns.
2.4
_

Quantum Flavordynamics (QFD)
QFD is the name for a class of theories for weak interactions.

The sim-

plest and most successful of these is the Weinberg-Salain model. The expansion
parameter in the perturbation series for these theories is typically of order
-5
10
at the energies of present experiments so that calculations beyond the
lowest order are rarely necessary.
two features:

QFD calculations are made difficult by

1) The necessity of treating y^ and 2) of retaining many par-

ticle masses. The y

couplings are difficult because regularization tends

to spoil essential invariances of these couplings (anomalies) while the masses
are awkward because they lead to more difficult integrals. Calculations beyond
lowest-order in QFD at present energies are few:
K^. -> uu)/and mass splittings/(e .g. , K

some rare decays (e.g.,

- K ) have been calculated to one-loop

order because they vanish at the tree level. In addition, there have been
several calculations of higher order effects of eventual relevance to neutrino
_
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scattering.

2
The 0 (g a) electromagnetic radiative corrections to neutrino
W

£?.d\

scattering from a quark have been evaluated numerically/, •a«d^s^&iS^a^ly^e%i!k

fe^yi^fand

-ggS t h e weak charge r^Sllls - cTT^the^TiemTinro/. (Weak e f f e c t s give a
,—r\—-

just measurable contribution to g

- 2 at one-loop order, which has been cal-

culated in many weak interaction models/? „ W ^ - * ^ ****W*fiwtfr«*A ^yy<^y
±
Recently, there has been a number of investigations of the behavior of "A^wt^c^L

\P*3

is
QFD at very high energies (~ 10

GeV, etc.), intended to study the possibility

of a unification between QED, QFD and QCD at these, energies. This would be
revealed by the effective couplings from the three theories attaining the same
value at very high energies. The necessary calculations (done by considering
the momentum dependence of three-point functions or vertices) have been com-

G/0

5
V^

pleted to third order (0(g ) ; two loops), including massive quarks and bosons/.
Another application for QFD diagram calculations is to estimates of baryon
number generation in the very early universe (kT ~ 10

GeV, t ~ 10

sec),

which is proportional to the CP (or time reversal) violation in the decays
of superheavy veatac (or, perhaps, «*ea=ba*) bosons to baryons/. In some of these
calculations, it is necessary to go to two-loop order, since one-loop effects
vanish (by their group theoretic weights).

However, these calculations should

properly (although they have not, so far) be done with finite-temperature
propagators, thereby taking them out of the realm of 'canonical diagrams' which,
for example, the programs described in this series of papers could handle
directly.
One sector of QFD theories which will undoubtedly receive much attention
in the future is the 'Higgs sector'. While direct experimental investigation
of this is perhaps remote, it is important, in determining the structure of
the theory.

Since. Higgs bosons have spin zero, interactions involving only
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these require no gamma matrices:

the integrals to be done may be written down

directly from diagrams. However, the most relevant quantity associated with
the Higgs sector is probably the 'effective potential' which is most conveniently
computed without the aid of Feynman diagrams, but still in some cases requires
similar integrals.

It has been calculated completely to one-loop order/Tand

the two-loop contributions from internal Higgs scalar loops are knowi^"*
Finally, I mention quantum gravity. No direct experimental investigation
of quantized gravity is likely to be performed in the foreseeable future.
However, by investigating the structure of quantum gravity theories, it may
be possible to constrain the forms of other theories which are amenable to
direct experimentation.

Feynman diagram calculations in quantum gravity are

characterized by the appearances of very large tensors, usually associated
with the propagators for particles with high spin (e.g., 3/2 or 2).

In most

cases, the particles may be taken massless, thus simplifying integrations.
w

Several one loop and a few two-loop calculations have been done in quantum

fi.Tfl
gravity/

One interesting calculation which could probably be done by the

programs described in this serial is of the three-loop beta function for a
5/
class of supersymmetric theories in which 3(g) - 0 to 0(g )/.

2.5

Comments and Preview of the Serial

' J

The last three sections were intended to give some indication of the
Feynman diagrams which have been evaluated, and, by dint of the uses to which
they have been put, those whose calculation is likely to be of interest in
the near future. One feature which should be emphasized is that often a single
Feynman diagram appears in many different applications, usually with different
interpretations for the participating particles and often with some slight
generalization or limit taken. An example of this is the decay of orthopos-

itronium to yyy; the same diagrams also give directly the structure expected
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for the decay of a

S heavy quark bound state to three gluons. There are

many examples of the recycling of QED Feynman diagrams in low-order QCD applications , where the contributing diagrams do not yet involve trilinear gluon
couplings.

However, it is often rather difficult to locate in the literature

a suitable calculation, and even once located, the paper in which it is contained is quite often incomprehensible or at least not in the form or notation
close to that desired, and sometimes its results are incorrect.

For these

reasons, it is common for very similar or even identical calculations to be
redone many times. The books on QED (with the notable exception of Landau
and Lifshitz) seem almost never to present results for diagram calculations
in a useful form.

It, therefore, appears that a compilation of Feynman diagram

calculations in a reasonably standard form would be of value. We have attempted
to carry out such a compilation, and, in fact, the last three sections are
in some respects a summary of it. Unfortunately, we found that the results
-

to be found in the literature were very rarely in a useful form (often they
had been left as multi-page formulae, and no limits had been considered, or
variables appearing in the answer were not defined, and even in some cases
the diagrams supposedly evaluated were not drawn).

It seems clear that to

make a genuinely useful compilation, one must reevaluate all the diagrams to
be included.

This should in most cases be possible using the programs to be

described in this series of papers.
Presumably, it would be desirable to evaluate diagrams analytically in
as much generality as possible. Then, each particular result desired would
require only taking limits in the general expression.

Ey keeping the general

results in a computer, one would, of course, be able to take such limits automatically and without error. The value of a compilation of rather general
diagram results where limits must, be taken to obtain useful forms must be
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weighed against a system which would evaluate directly the simpler diagrams.
_

From several points of view, the latter alternative seems desirable, but its
desirability depends essentially on the time necessary to obtain each result.
Perhaps the most satisfactory compromise would be a compilation (probably not
in a computer) of many simpler Feynman diagram results, which, would often
include the limits (or whatever) required in a particular case. Other results
could then be obtained by direct use of the computer programs which generated
the results in the compilation.
Feynman diagram evaluation probably represents the major computational
burden in modern theoretical high-energy physics. To expect that all aspects
of it could be handled by computer is perhaps unjustifiably optimistic. HowTever, it does seem that a major portion of the diagram calculations mentioned
in the previous sections could be carried out by the computer programs to be
described in this series of papers. The calculations will, nevertheless,
probably stretch the programs and the computers on which they are executed
to their limit, and it will, therefore, be desirable to simplify the calculations wherever possible.

In addition, many special classes of calculations

(e.g., those involving bound states) must be treated manually or by further
computer programs to cast them into the form required.

Clearly, there is a

great diversity in the types of Feynman diagrams to be evaluated and in the
uses to which they are put. To attempt to write a single computer program
which systematically 'evaluates' any Feynman diagram would, therefore, be quite
impossible. Rather, it is prudent to develop programs which handle the commoner manipulations required, while allowing the basic organization and method
to be determined by the particulars of each calculation.

This more flexible

approach is the. one which, we have, adopted; the present, series of papers describes
_

the programs which we have developed to perform the various manipulations
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usually encountered in Feynman diagram calculations, by a selection of methods
intended to suit, the differing types of results required.
Typically, a calculation starts from a diagram, as represented by a matrix
element containing integrals over loop momenta with integrands involving traces
of products of gamma matrices arising from fermion lines. The first, step is
clearly to perform the necessary traces, yielding an integrand which involves
only dot products of the various internal and external momenta (or, in some
rare cases, totally antisymmetric, products of momenta).

This simple part of

the calculation may always be carried out by GAMALG without difficulty.

It

is in the evaluation of the momentum space integrals that the main difficulties
of Feynman diagram calculations usually lie. Depending on the complication
of the diagram considered, and the form of the results required, a number of
different approaches to the, integration can be taken.

It turns out that any

one-loop diagram (for which there is but one momentum integration) can be
_
integrated exactly in terms of at most 192 dilogarithm or Spence functions
(Li„(x) = J — ^ —
dt; see Table. 2.1) with distinct arguments. The method
x
works by reducing all integrals to those which appear in the calculation of
the general box diagram (and in some cases, the triangle diagram, which requires
only 12 dilogarithms) , using the fact that at most four vectors can be independent in four dimensions. -Ihe-program CYCLOPS, which will be described in

?_

the fourth installment of this series, should, therefore, be able to give a
complete analytical result for any one-loop diagram.

The forms-obtained will,

in general, be very complicated, but easily amenable to numerical evaluation,
or to analytical simplification in limiting cases. Note that while the amplitude obtained by integration over the single loop momentum for a one-loop
diagram may be expressed in terms of dilogarithm functions, integration over
the phase space available for outgoing momenta will almost inevitably introduce

-2.22-
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more complicated functions. A simple empirical rule is that each outgoing
_

momentum integration increases the maximum complexity of the functions which
appear by incrementing the maximum subscript of the polylogarithm functions
by one. Typically, when the high energy limit is taken for the diagrams, so
that all masses may be neglected, the polylogarithm functions usually degenerate into Li (±1) and, therefore, zeta functions (see Table 2.1). If dimensional regularization is used for the outgoing phase space integrations, and
all particle masses are taken to be zero from the outset, then the relevant
zeta functions will often appear directly in the expansions of gamma or beta
functions,. Non-uniform weightings of the final state phase space (as used,
for example, in the computation of shape parameters) can give rise to functions
more complicated than poly logarithms . -It should-be -poiated--e«4—tha-fe pertain
cases of dilogarithm functions were/recently incorporated into the Risch algorithm for indefinite algebraic integration which is implemented in MACSYMA];

v^

tehe-s-ystematie inclusion of higher-order polylogarithms apparently presents
considerable d iff ieuit-ies,-liowev-er. For diagrams beyond one loop, I know of
no systematic algorithm for complete analytical evaluation of the necessary
Feynman integrals. Nevertheless, every ordinary Feynman diagram which has
ever yielded an analytical result has been expressible in terms of polylogarithm functions (and polynomials).

One might suspect that this is simply

because no other form could have been found, but it may also be that for some
yet unknown reason, all Feynman integrals may be reduced to polylogarithm
functions. As mentioned above, this may be proved at the one-loop level by
reduction to box diagram integrals, but analogous methods fail for more complicated diagrams. Typically, while dilogs appear in one-loop diagrams, twoloop diagrams give trilogs. However, when all dimensionful parameters in
results are removed, by taking the limit that all masses go to zero (or

v

> <Wl b V

\

7
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equivalently, energies go to infinity), the polylog functions always appear
to degenerate into zeta functions.

(Low-energy limits sometimes introduce

Li (y) as well as Li (±1) , whose, analytical form is not known except when
n = 2,3 (see Table 2.1) .)
Most of the methods for obtaining analytical results beyond the one loop
level are entirely useless for diagrams containing massive particle propagators;
they rely on the comparative simplicity of Feynman integrals containing only
massless propagators which occur when dimensional regularization is used.
The methods also typically fail when the number of external momenta exceeds
two or three.
ical means.

In the absence of analytical methods, one must resort to numer-

In the cases where this is obligatory, it is probably not partic-

ularly damaging:

the number of independent parameters (internal masses, dot

products of external momenta, etc.) is typically sufficiently large that any
analytical form would have been too complicated to provide much illumination.
^

One method for numerical evaluation of Feynman integrals which has apparently
not been tried is direct numerical (probably Monte Carlo) integration over
the various components of the loop momenta.

This approach is presumably in-

appropriate when dimensional regularization is used, since the random vectors
to be generated must then have n ^ 4 components. However, other regularization
schemes, such as analytic regularization (in which n is taken to be 4, but
the 1/p

in propagators is replaced by 1/p
2

(in which 1/p

2
is replaced by 1/p

) or Pauli-Villars regularization

2 2
- l/(p -A )) should yield Feynman integrals

which can be done numerically in a direct manner.

One disadvantage of the

method is that it is intrinsically not Lorentz covariant:
explicitly over each component of the loop momenta.

one integrates

However, for the otherwise

numerical calculations in which such, an evaluation would probably be imbedded,
this might be quite satisfactory.

Of course, once Lorentz covariance is no
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object, it is entirely unnecessary to evaluate gamma matrix traces algebraically (as discussed in Section 3); one may just as well choose a particular
representation for the gamma matrices and perform traces by numerical evaluation of matrix products. The major failing of the direct numerical method
is nevertheless its inapplicability to dimensional regularization.

The majority

of the higher-order calculations mentioned in the previous sections (especially
in QCD) gives results Which depend on the renormalization prescription used
to derive them.

It is only comparisons between results which are prescription-

independent and have a physical meaning.

Thus, for a set of higher-order

calculations to be useful, all must be done using the same renormalization
prescription. Dimensional regularization with minimal subtraction (or a subtraction scheme, such as truncated minimal subtraction (MS), derived from this)
appears to give the cleanest results and to provide the greatest potential
for analytical evaluation. Higher-order analytical calculations done by this
-

method would, however, be useless if other numerical calculations were performed
using other renormalization schemes.
A more conventional method for numerical evaluation of Feynman integrals,
which can be used with, dimensional regularization, is by Feynman parameterization.

In this approach, extra scalar integration variables (Feynman narameterf.)

are introduced into the original momentum space integrals, which may then be
simplified to the extent that the loop momentum integrations may be performed,
leaving only the integrations over the Feynman parameters (a few less in number
than the propagators in the diagram) to be done. These, multidimensional scalar
integrals (over simplicial (i.e., hyper-tetrahacral) regions) are usually very
complicated.

In some cases (see below and the next installment) judicious

treatment of the original momentum space form, and of Intermediate stages in
_-

the Feynman parameterization can yield a complete analytical result, but this
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method fails when massive propagators or many external momenta are present.
In the general case, little can usually be done with the Feynman parameter
integrals except by numerical means. The program VIPER (described in part
two of this serial) takes any momentum space integral, introduces Feynman
parameters, performs all necessary loop momentum integrations and can output
the results in the form of a series of FORTRAN statements suitable for input
to a numerical integration program.

VIPER can, in principle, perform integrals

over an arbitrary number of loop momenta; in its present implementation, it
easily handles three-loop integrals (so long as the input forms do not consist
of too large a sum of terms).

This is achieved by extensive introduction of

symbolic names for subexpressions, whose values are assigned only in the output
FORTRAN statements.
A significant fraction (often all or all but one or two) of the integrals
which result from massless diagrams with one or two independent external mo_

menta can be done directly entirely in terms of beta functions. These are
carried out by COBRA, as described in part two of this serial. The basic
1 2

2

method is first to use the identity p .p„ = — (p + p ' - (p

2
- p„) ) in numer-

ator terma to cancel factors in the denominator of the integrand.

Then, each

loop integration is performed in turn, and if at each stage exactly two denominator factors depend on the particular loop momentum (if only one does, the
integral vanishes), then the integral can be performed immediately in terms
of beta functions. The final expression is a product of many gamma and beta
functions, which are then Taylor expanded about the point n = 4, often revealing ultraviolet or infrared divergences in the form of poles at n » 4.
For diagrams with a simple (roughly iterative) topological structure,
COBRA can usually give complete results. However, in more complicated diagrams,
a limited number of integrals remains. Many diagrams leave the same, often
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finite, integrals after the application of COBRA. A table of such residual
integrals, suitably manipulated by a program to account for rerouting or relabeling of internal momentum may then often suffice. The integrals may usually be derived (either for use in a table, or in the course of calculation)
by the^CJhebyshev expansion method, which yields analytical (or at least precise
numerical) results. This method, together with the programs CHEBP and CHEBX
which implement it, will be described in part three of this serial. The basis
of the Chebyshef expansion method is the expansion of a massless propagator
as an infinite ('multipole') series in terms of the i/jfyjdx n-dimensional angular
functions (Gheh-shef polynomials).

These functions are orthogonal when inte-

grated over the surface of Sfcafasaerr n-dimensional sphere.

If only finite in-

tegrals are considered, then all manipulations may be performed in n = 4 dimensions.

In this case (handled by CHEBP), the expansion is done directly in

the momentum space form of the integral, and the final result is an infinite
sum over the index in the Chebshef expansion, which may usually be done simply
in terms of zeta functions (when many momenta appear in a diagram, the resulting sums may not be possible in closed form, but a very precise numerical
result is then easy to obtain).

The 4-dimensional Chebyshef polynomials are
2
suitable for the expansion of the form l/(p-p') , while n-dimensional Chebyshef

polymonials (sometimes known as Gegenbauer polynomials) are the relevant expansion functions for l/(p-p')

. However, for divergent integrals, all

manipulations must be done in n :/ 4 dimensions, and so the. n-dimensional
Chebyshef polynomials must be used. Nevertheless, the momentum space propa2
gator usually remains (except in counterterm diagrams) as l/(p-p') . I did
not succeed in finding a simple expansion of such propagators in terms of
n-dimensional Chebyshef polynomials. However, it was recently pointed out
by Chetyrkin and Tkachov that if a Fourier transform is applied to the momentum
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space form of a diagram, thereby casting it into configuration space, the
^

propagator for a massless particle becomes l/(x-x')
an n-dimensional Chebshef polynomial expansion.

, just as required for

(It is clear that such a

multipole-like expansion must be possible in configuration space.)
to l/(x-x')

In addition

" factors, the amplitude for a Feynman diagram in configuration
ilex

space will typically contain terms of the form e
tion of external momenta.

, where k is some combina-

The origin in configuration space, must be chosen

to minimize the number of such factors, but when necessary, they may be expanded
in terms of n-dimensional. Chebshef polynomials and spherical Bessel functions
(the procedure is a simple generalization of the partial wave expansion of
a plane wave in terms of Legendre polynomials (3-dimensional Chebyshef polynomials) and spherical Bessel functions familiar in three dimensions). After
the expansions have been performed, angular integrations serve to remove the
_

Chebyshef polynomials, leaving simple radial integrations which may be done
in terms of gamma functions, yielding infinite sums.

These may usually then

be. done analytically, at least for the various separate terms at each order
in the expansion in powers of (n - 4).

The momentum space Chebshef expansion

method suitable for finite integrals is implemented in the program CHEBP.
For divergent integrals, CHEBX first converts the integral to configuration,
space (at present with some assistance from the user) , and then applies the
procedure outlined above.

In, this way, it appears that massless diagrams with

two or less independent external momenta and up to three internal loops should
yield to complete analytical evaluation.

The simplest calculations after the

2

\

0(aa ) corrections to the photon propagator for which the methods were, designed,
appears to be of the 0(g) contribution to 3(g) in QCD.
Another method for diagram evaluation which may perhaps be treated in a
_
later installment of this serial uses generalized hypergeometric functions
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(otherwise known as Meijer G functions).

This technique starts with the

Feynman parametric representation of a diagram and performs a formal expansion
of the Feynman parametric integrand as a nested power series in the various
Feynman parameters. This expanded form may then be integrated term-by-term,
and the result written as a generalized hypergeometric function.

The necessary

infinite sums may often be performed numerically much more easily than would
the corresponding complete integral.

In addition, the third definition of

the polylogarithm functions given in Table 2.1 may allow the generalized hypergeometric functions to be written in terms of polylogs by application of suitable reduction formulae, although the result seems unlikely to be useful.
Note that the 192 dilogarithm functions which appear in the general scalar
(one-loop) box diagram may be collected into just one generalized hypergeometric
function.! In many cases the results of diagram calculations will depend on
so many parameters (external momentum, masses, forms of couplings, etc.) that
any 'analytical' result would almost inevitably be extremely complicated.
Such results are presimably of little value in the search for patterns in
perturbation series. Nevertheless, there is still some motivation to obtain
an 'analytical' (albeit probably complicated and perhaps in terms only of
specially-designed functions), rather than a purely numerical result, since.
such a result is more readily portable, and may be reused with less effort than
would a purely numerical result or a program designed to obtain it.

In this

respect, the semianalytical forms obtained in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions may be of value.
Many of the integrals arising from diagrams and computed by any of the
methods outlined above will, of course, diverge as E = 4 - n -*• 0.

These di-

vergences must. be. canceled by the addition of renormalization counterterms
(and possibly some form of infrared 'counterterms' arising in the factorization
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of infrared divergences).

The necessary counterterms are most easily deter-

mined from the structure of the original diagram from which the integrals were
derived (by shrinking loops to points, etc.), rather than directly from the
integrals themselves.

In the methods of integration discussed above, the

fundamental objects treated are the momentum space integrals rather than the
original diagrams. This approach is clearly more flexible, since it allows
for manipulation of the amplitudes before integration, and for the possibility
of, say, operator vertices in the original diagram. Moreover, some integrands
may cancel between various diagrams, if suitable internal momentum assignments
are made. However, if one is to treat only canonical diagrams,-as would be
involved in about half the calculations outlined in previous sections, then
it may be advantageous to consider the diagrams as such, rather than only the
integrals which arise from them.

With this intention, a later installment of

this serisi will describe the program DIGEN, which/generate* the (unevalu3ted)
matrix elements for all diagrams contributing at a certain order to the transition from a specified initial to final state and the program RENOR which
subtracts the necessary counterterms. Almost any Hamiltonian may be used in
DIGEN, which operates by direct application of Wick's theorem to the relevant
terms in the expansion of the time-ordered exponential of the Hamiltonian.
The fields in DIGEN may be assigned any propagators and may carry internal
indices.

For various types of group indices, DIGEN will perform the necessary

group traces associated with closed loops.

In addition, DIGEN discards dis-

connected diagrams, and attempts to identify equivalent: diagrams, and thereby
assigns combinatoric weights . ~(-i-t—tents for-the-equivalence of two'graphs
•frafc-comnaxing tho characteristic polynomials of their inci-d-QT"^ m^t-rimr
tho alphabetig&d- lists of olemonto in their incidence" matrices .)•

rmrl

For most

calculations, the use of a computer to generate the contributing diagrams will
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be entirely unnecessary and probably unwieldy.
^_

However, even for some tree

graph calculations (such as the process GG •*• GGG contributing to large - p_j_
2
hadron production at 0(a ) in QCD), there can be many diagrams, and it is clear
that automatic generation of the diagrams, together with their combinatoric
and group-theoretic weights, and (when necessary) renormalization counterterms,
will be very useful.

-.
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[ foT
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o • S3~7
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£££. •

N. Nielsen, 'Der Eulersche Dilogarithmus und seine Verrallgemeinerungen
eine Monographie,' Halle,, Liepzig, 1909; L. Lewin, 'Dilogarithms and
associated functions,' Macdonald, 1958; R. Barbieri, J. A. Mignaco and
E. Remiddi, Nuovo Cimento 11A, 824 (1972); K. S. KBlbig, J. A. Mignaco,
E. Remiddi, BIT 10, 38 (1970). "]
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Table 2.1:

Simple Properties of the Polylogarithm Functions.

(Note that

Li (x) has a branch point at x = 1, and is usually taken to have
an imaginary part for x > 1.)
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3.

Gamma Matrix Manipulation and GAMALG

3.1

Introduction and Basic Manipulations
In this section I discuss what is probably the most mundane feature of

Feynman diagram evaluations:

the manipulation of Dirac gamma matrices, and

I describe in some detail the package GAMALG that A. E, Terrano and I have
written in MACSYMA to perform these manipulations. Many examples are given,
and the discussion is intended to be sufficiently detailed to provide the
information necessary to make use of most features of GAMALG.

The basic no-

tations, functions and flags in GAMALG are summarized in Tables 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3, which also indicate its basic capabilities. Note that Section 3.7 gives
a comparison between GAl-IALG and some other gamma matrix manipulators available.
x It should be. pointed out that this section contains a number of results on
£tu remits.\
Or?
JfcV+U n»j«wfeaninia mati"ix manipulation that ^fc^apparently not well known. Even those who

•'-- u] J

/do not use computers may, therefore, find some assistance in their manual
calculations below. Most of the particularly powerful results are valid only
in n = 4 dimensions and are summarized in Table 3.4.
GAMALG presently resides in the MIT-MC computer.

Some information on

its use there is given in the Appendix to this section.
The Feynman amplitude corresponding to fermion lines in a diagram consists
of a product of gamma matrices (represented by G(

) in GAMALG).

For each

internal segment of the fermion line, along which a fermion with mass m carries
momentum p, there is associated a 'propagator factor' l/(j5-m) := ({5+m)/({ 2

2

[= ZD(p,m) in GAMALG notation], where the 'slashed vector' i> = y p , and y
is a vector of Dirac gamma matrices. The emission of a vector boson (e.g.,
a photon) from a fermion line (represented by a three-node in the graph) gives
a factor i , where e is the polarization vector of the emitted boson. Typically
one sums over the polarization
states of the boson, usingJ
1

) e e - T , where
'•
u V
UV
pols
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T

is a tensor usually determined by the gauge chosen, and depending on the

metric tensor g

, the momentum (say, k ) of the boson and sometimes (in axial

gauges) a further vector (say, n ) . In Feynman gauge T

= g

(where I have

removed a spurious (-1) factor from the more usual definition).

The gamma

matrices which appeared in the i factors for the emission and absorption of
the boson in this case are constrained to have the same spacetime index, which
must be summed over, so that the relevant gamma matrices may both be written
just as, say, y

[= AL, in GAMALG notation].

in great computational simplifications.

This possibility often results

It is usually necessary to sum over

the polarization states of fermions appearing in Feynman diagrams; this operation corresponds to taking the trace (sometimes called 'spur' and represented
by TR(

) or GT(

) in GAMALG) of the product of gamma matrices representing

the fermion line, with respect to the internal indices of the gamma matrices.
For tree diagram calculations in which no infrared divergences appear,
it is always entirely sufficient to consider gamma matrices in four spacetime
dimensions (so that the spacetime index y which labels the y
3).

runs from 0 to

This was the case treated by existing gamma matrix manipulators (see

Section 3.7). However, in calculations of loop graphs or of infrared divergent
tree graphs, it is usually exceedingly convenient to use the method of dimensional regularization (to be discussed further in Section 4.1 of the next
installment), for which one must use gamma matrices generalized to n spacetime
dimensions (so that essentially the index u on y

now runs from 0 to n-1).

The algebra of gamma matrices in n spacetime dimensions may be defined
by

{
_

VV

=2g

yv

(3.1.1.
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< - n

(3.1.1b)

Tr[l] - 4

(3.1.1c)

^

Tr[y
y

Y • • -Y
y
l y2
k

1= 0

(k odd)

(3.1.Id)

One might expect that Tr[l] should be generalized to be some function of n.
A suitable generalization might be Tr[l] = 2

, which is the dimensionality

of the spinor representation of the Lorentz group in n dimensions.

(This is

the extrapolation based, as it presumably should be, on the group SO(2d); the
S0(2d+1) groups have a somewhat different structure and would give Tr[l] =
2

.) However, all rtonvanishing traces may be reduced by successive

application of (3.1.1a) and (3.1.1b) to Tr[l] multiplied by some combination
•w

of scalar (dot) products of vectors. If the gamma matrix trace arose from
an average over the polarization states of an incoming or outgoing fermion
in a diagram, then the average is presumably obtained by dividing the trace
by Tr[l], so that any generalization of Tr[l] should cancel out. However,
when the trace is associated with the sum over polarizations in an internal
fermion loop, Tr[l] will appear in the final result.

l/(n-4) terms arising

from loop momentum integrations can reveal 0(n-4) terms in Tr[l].

Hence, the

results for higher-order Feynman diagrams can depend on the generalization
of Tr[l],

Often such generalizations are constrained by the preservation of

invariances or by self-consistency requirements, but this does not appear to
be so for Tr[l].

Therefore, Tr[l] must be fixed by convention; results for

single processes will depend on. its value, but suitable physical comparisons
will be independent of the choice, as mentioned in Section 2.3.

O

takes Tr[l] = 4.

GAMALG always
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A further possible, ambiguity in the generalization of the gamma matrices
to n M

dimensions concerns traces of products of odd numbers of gamma matri-

ces, which vanish when n = 4.

One may be concerned that, for example, when

n - 3, the gamma matrices become the Pauli a matrices, and the trace of a
product of three a matrices does not vanish but is rather proportional to a
three-dimensional epsilon symbol.

In fact, in any odd number of dimensions,

such epsilon symbols appear in traces. They are a direct indication of the
different nature of the rotation groups in even and odd numbers of dimensions
(e.g., "y " is not distinguished from the. identity in S0(2d+1)).

There are,

therefore, two distinct extrapolations of the gamma, matrices, associated with
even and odd numbers of dimensions (the extrapolations coincide for vectors
but differ for spinors) . Since we are concerned with extrapolation away from
n = 4, we may plausibly choose the "SO(2d) extrapolation" for which eq, (3.1.Id)
is valid.
-_

Note that the behavior of fermions would be somewhat different in

odd numbers of dimensions (and in the "S0(2d+1) extrapolation"), and for example, the Dirac Lagrangian would apparently not be CPT invariant in the usual
sense [3,1].

GAMALG always sets the trace of an odd number of gamma matrices

to zero.
The traces of products of gamma matrices which appear in diagram calculations usually contain three basic classes of terms. First, there are 'slashed
vectors', such as J* = y P . In some cases it is convenient to perform the
contraction of indices between a gamma matrix and a vector only after the trace
is performed.

A. typical case in which this is useful is when the vector in

question is the polarization vector for a vector boson.

The second class of

terms is gamma matrices which appear in a trace uucontracted with a vector
(termed 'uncontracted indices').
V_

vectors.

These may usually be treated just like slashed

However, if the eventual contraction is to be done with a gamma
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matrix in another trace, then, at least when n = 4, it is convenient to use

_

the contraction to combine the traces in which the identical gamma matrices
appear.

For example, Tr[y j$]Tr[y i>'Ay ] can be reduced to 2 (Tr [ JSJ5 ' 4 Y ] +

Tr[|$Y ii>'])

if n = 4.

The third basic class of terms which occur in traces

are 'contracted indices'.

These are pairs of gamma matrices in a single trace

whose indices are contracted (e.g., the y

in Tr[j5y /iY ])• The presence of

contracted indices coming from internal vector boson lines in most traces
arising from Feynman diagrams allows considerable simplification in practical
gamma matrix manipulations.

Of course, this third class may be considered

as a special case of the second class, in which the two contracted indices
appear in the same trace.
In GAMALG, traces are denoted by TR(a r, a„, ... a ) , where in the a».
slashed vectors are represented by the names of the vectors and gamma matrices
are represented by their indices.

^

For example, Trff'.y ^Y Y 4.Y 1 i-s represented

as TR(p,mu,q,nu,al,q,al). Indices which are contracted must be declared using
CIND to distinguish them from slashed vectors which appear twice in the trace.
Hence the a above must be declared by CIND(al).
declaring u and v as indices:

No harm will be done by also

CIND(mu,nu); they will be treated just like

slashed vectors in the trace, since they appear only once.

A product of gamma

matrices whose trace is not taken is denoted in GAMALG by G(a , a , ..., a )
where the a. are as for traces.

Note that 'list brackets' (i.e., [ and J)

appearing around some of the a. in G or TR will be ignored, so that, for example, TR([p,mu,q], [nu,a@,q] ,a@)__is_ entirely equivalent to TR(p,mu,q,nu,a@,q,a@)
It may be convenient to place some of the a. in lists, since
be given names and manipulated using standard MACSYMA f unctio-as.

For example/

setting £1: [p ,mu ,q] , 12: [nu,a^rqTT^rRUl, £2) will yield Tk(p ,flil,q,tra ,a
while TR(reverse(£,l) ,12)

gives TR(q ,mu ,p ,nu,a$7qT^~
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The output for traces from GAMALG is in the form of dot products of vectors (e.g., p«q, represented by D(p,q)), components of vectors (e.g., p ,
represented by D(p,mu)) and metric tensors (e.g., g

, represented by D(mu,nu)),

In all cases one may consider that the 'pseudofunction' D(a,b) represents the
dot product of the two vectors a and b, since, if either ^ o r b is an 'index',
it may be considered to be the basis vector along the direction specified by
the 'index'. The commutativity of dot products is essential for the simplification of expressions involving them.

It is, however, convenient not to

use this commutativity directly, but rather simply to adopt a standard form
for dot products. We choose to standardize all dot products by.writing the
vectors appearing in the pseudofunction D in the alphabetical order of the
symbols which represent them.

Hence, unless the flag DOF : FALSE, the argu-

ments of all D's will be alphabetized when they are generated, so that, for
example, both D(p,q) and D(q,p) will become D(p,q).
^

In addition, sums of

vectors, such as p + k/2 or x* p + q may appear as arguments of D's.

Scalars

such as x in this example must be declared as such using SCALS(x ,x„,...x, )
so that they are not confused with vectors.

(The scalar property may be re-

moved from a set of variables by doing UNSCALS(x ,x_,...x,).) Dot products
involving sums of vectors will be expanded out automatically when, for example,
a trace is performed, unless the flag DEF : FALSE. An expression containing
dot products of sums of vectors may in any case be expanded, by doing DFIX(exp).
For example
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<C2)

IKA1+A2>A3+A4>*

(D2)
(C3)

EKA2 + A l e

A4 1 A3)

DFIX<%)?

(D3>

IKA2» A4) + D<A2» A3)

+ D(Ali> A4> + THAI*

A3)

(C4 > EXP 5 D ( P + K / 2 r Q - K / 2 ) +2/S*Li ( P , Q+P) *D (K »Q) t
2 D<K» CO D<P> 0 + P)
<H4)

K
+ D(P + -» Q

K
)

(C5) DFIX<EXP>>
D<Kr

K)

D(K» CO
2 D<K f Q)

(EKPr CO + D(P»

<C&)

IHKr

P)

CO +

SCALS<XI>X2>»

CXI* X2IJ

(D6)
(C7>

P))
+ D<Pf

(D5)

EXP2:D<Q+X i*P»X2*P~K/2)»
D<Q + XI P, X2 P

<H7)

)
2

^

(C8) DFIX<%>»
D(Kr P)
< D8>

X2 D<P, Q) + XI <X2 D<P» P)

D(Kr P)
) -

2

2

The number of terms generated directly at intermediate stages in performing,
for example, a trace, will be smaller if the dot products are not expanded
out until the. end of the calculation.
than TR, is used for a trace.

This procedure is applied if BTR, rather

Note that the D representation of dot products

is also used in VIPER (see 3mi*mJ&m

l>j /** pv*yw»K

* **

r^t *\

"&&

It is often convenient to replace dot products in a result by scalar
(perhaps Mandelstam) variables, for example, D(p,q) -> s/2.

Such substitutions

are defined by doing, e.g., KINDEF(D(p,q) * s/2, D(p,pp) = t/2-mA2,...).
this case (unless the flag DST.M : FALSE), whenever D(p,q) is generated, it

In

S^r(^).
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will be replaced by s/2.

If certain dot products are defined by KINDEF to

be zero, then the number of intermediate terms in the calculation of, for
example, a trace, may be smaller, since various dot products will disappear
when they are expanded.
UNKINDEF(dotpl,

Replacements for dot products may be removed by doing

dotpk).

For example, UNKINDEF(D(p,q)) will remove any

substitutions for D(p,q) previously declared.
tions declared by KINDEF.

KINS is the list of substitu-

An example of the use of KINDEF is

< C2) KINDEF < D(P f CO "8/21D(P»P)=M"2)r
<D2)

CD<P» 0) • -» »(Pf P) » H 3
7

<C3) EXP:EKP»Q>*D<P*P>"D<Q.»CO"3/D<PrCO,
II (CO CO
<D3)

D(P» P) D<P» Q) D(P» 0)

<C4) DFIX(X)I
2
M S

^

3
2 II (CO CO

(D4)
<C5> TfUPrCOJ
(DS)

2 S

Further examples may be found in the calculations given in Section 3.8.
In most. Feynman diagram calculations, it is convenient to consider only
complete, covariant vectors rather than their components.

However, GAMALG

does include a facility for assigning particular components to vectors.

The

command COMPDEF(vecl=[vecl ,vecl1,vecl„ ,vecl ] , indl=val, vec2=...., vec3">....,
....) assigns components to the vectors vecl, etc., and gives definite values
to indices (e.g., u set to 3 ) . NONCOV(exp) simplifies an expression exp in
terms of dot products using, where possible, the components defined by COMPDEF.
The component assignments defined by COMPDEF are in the list COMPS; they may
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be removed using UNCOMPDEF. An example of the use of COMPDEF and NONCOV is
_.
( C 2 ) COMPEiEF (Q= CE r 0 1 0 , 0 3 » P " C X * E / 2 , 0 , 0 , XfcE/23»MU=() t NU=3) i
EX
E X
(D2)
CO « CE» 0 * 0» 0 3 » P - C
1 0 * 0 * - — 3 , MU = 0»
2
2
(C3)

NU = 3 3

NQNC0V<ri(PrP)+D(PfCOH
2
E

X

(H3)

(C4>
(H4)

CIND(MU»NU)»

(C5)
(D5)

TR(P*MUfQfNU)f
- 4 D(MUf NU)

CNIO

D(P»

CO + 4 D(MU»

P)

MU3

LUND*

Q)

+ 4 EKMU* Q)

DCNlh

P)

(C6) N0NC0V(Z)»
2
E X

(D6)

Note that the metric is usually assumed to have signature (H
changed by altering METLIS.
^

) , but may be

Of course, all manipulations performed by NONCOV

are valid only when n = 4.
When n = 4 (and to some extent when n *fi 4), GAMALG can perform traces
involving y

(G5) , as discussed in Section 3.5. These often result, in anti-

symmetric products or epsilon symbols (sometimes known as Levi-Civita symbols
or alternating tensors) of: four vectors, which are represented in GAMALG by
y
l y 2 y3 y4
EPS(p1,p_ ,p. ,p.) = e
p, p„ p„ p, . Unless the flag EPSOF : FALSE, all
1 I 3 4
y y„y y, 1 2 3 4

epsilon symbols generated by GAMALG will be put into the standard form in which
their arguments appear in alphabetical order. This operation introduces a
factor of the signature of the permutation required to get from the initial
to the final ordering of the arguments.

If two or more arguments of an epsilon

sumbol generated are identical then it will automatically be set to zero, as
required by the antisymmetry of the epsilon symbol. If the arguments of an
epsilon symbol generated are sums of vectors, then (unless EPSEF : FALSE) it
_
will be expanded out as a sum of epsilon symbols. This expansion may be performer!
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on the epsilon symbols in an expression by doing EPSFIX(exp).

For example,

_
(C2) £PS(A2rAlrA3rA4)r
(D2>

LPS(A2r Air A3r A4)

(C3) EPSFIX(%>>
(D3)

- EPS(Air A2r A3r A4)

(C4) EPS<P+Q»Q+K/2»PPfQP-P)>
(D4)

EPS(G + Pr Q + ~r PPr QP - P)

(C5) EPSFIXCZ>>
EPS(Kr PPr CO QP) - EPS(Kr Pr PPr CO
(H5) - EPS(Pr PPr CO QP) +

EPS<Kr Pr PP> UP)

An untraced product of gamma matrices is represented in GAMALG by G(a^,
a_

a.). Of course, this product is not simply commutative, and the problem

of converting it to a canonical form is non-trivial.

Some partial solutions

^
are discussed in Section 3.4.

If a term in the product (i.e., an argument

of the G) consists of a sum of slashed vectors, then it may be expanded out
using GFIX.

For example,

(C2) EXP:6 < P+K/2,MU>O-R/4,P+CO I
K
G(P + ~r MU. Q
2

(D2>

R
, Q -k p)
4

(C3) GFIXCX)*
G(CPr

MUr

Rr

Q3)

Q(CPr

MUr

Rr

(D3)

G(CK»

MUr
8

Rr

Q3)

G<CKr

MU» Rr
8

P35
-• + B ( C P r

MUr

CO 0 3 )

P3)

MUr

Qr

G(CKr

2

Q3)

+ 6(CPr

MUr

Q»

P3)

G(CKr

MUr

CO

P3)

2
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Clearly the GFIX expansion of a G product of any complexity will generate a
very large number of terms. GFIX should, therefore, be used sparingly.
Another expansion performed internally by GAMALG on some occasions is
of i> + m or l/(j4-m) terms (represented by ZN(p,m) and ZD(p,m), respectively)
in gamma matrix products or traces. The command ZFIX(exp) will expand all
such terms in exp, setting to zero traces (represented by GT's) of odd numbers
of gamma matrices.

3.2

Contracting Tensors and Combining Traces
GAMALG can manipulate tensors and performs contractions of indices in.

n ^ 4 dimensions. The representation of tensors in GAMALG was described above.
2
For example, q q

- q q

is represented by D(q,q)* D(mu,nu) - D(q,mu) * D(q,nu)

The function CON(exp) contracts out any free pairs of indices in exp which
were declared using CIND.

For example,

s_

<C2) CIND(MUrNUrAL)t
(D2)

CAL.r NUr MU3

(C3)
<D3)

Ai:D(COQ)*D(MUrNU)~n(QrMU>*D(QrNU)5
D<MU» MU) EKQr Q) - DUO MU) D(Qr NU)

(C4>

C0N(Al"2)r

(D4)

N D (Qr

CO - D (Qr CO

< C5) A2.' D (MU r AL ) *D ( P i K r AL > +D (MU r P - K ) r
(D5)
DtMUr AL> D(P + Kr AL)

f EKMUr P - K)

<C6> CQN(A1*A2>$
(D6) D(NUr P tf K) DUO Q> + D<NUr P - K> D(Qr

CO - D(NUr

CO IMP + Kr Q)
IK NUr CO D(P - Kr Q)

CON will alt

erform contractions on expressions involving untraced products

of gamma matrices (represented by G(a1,a„ , ....,a, )), as in

_
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<C7> Gi:G(PrMUrQrNU)f
(D7)
(C8> C0N(A1*G1),
(D8)

G(Pr MUr tO NU)

G(Pr NUr tO HU) D<CO tO - G(P> Qr Qr CO

In four dimensions (n = 4 ) , there is a particularly useful set of relations which allows products of gamma matrix traces to be combined into single
traces.

I shall denote an arbitrary product (string) of gamma matrices by S

and products of even and odd numbers of gamma matrices (not counting/Yr) by
E and 0, respectively.

Then two traces containing indices contracted between

them (as from part or all of a vector boson polarization sura) can be combined
into a single trace by using the identity [3.2, 3.3]

Tr[ Yy 0 1 ]Tr[ Yy 0 2 ] = 2 Tr[(01+(01)R)02]

2{Tr[0102] + Tr[(01)R02]}^

(3.2.1)

- 2Tr[0 1 (0 2+ (0 2 ) B J >

where (S).„ is the reversal of the string S (product of factors in reverse order)
is.

The result (3,1) is proved by the methods used to derive the Chisholm identities described in Section 3.4 and is not readily generalizable to n f- 4 dimensions.

Of course, if the odd strings in (3.2,1) were instead even strings,

then the traces would vanish.

Results when more than one index is contracted

between the traces may be obtained easily as corollaries to (3.2.1).

The

relation (3.2.1) is applied to expressions containing products cf G's by doing
COTR(exp).

For example,
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(C2) NSET(4)r
DIMENSIONS - 4
(D2)

4

(C3) CIND(MUrNU)»
(D3)

CNUr MU3

(C4> G(MUrP+KrNUrQ)*G(MUrR)r
(D4)
GCMUr P + Kr NUr Q) G(MUr R)
(C5) COTR(Z)r
<D5>

2 (GT(Qr NUr P + Kr R) + GT(P + Kr NUr Qr R))

The GT's, rather than G's in the result signify that the simplifications hold
only for traces. Note that any G's or GT's in an expression are converted
to TR's and evaluated by doing CGT(exp).
In traces, there often appear terms of the form f + m (where m is implicitly multiplied by the 4 x 4 identity matrix, rather than by gamma matrices),
usually arising from massive spin - •=• fermion propagators, and represented
OS*r
^

in GAMALG by ZN(p,m).

Usually, the {$ and m must be treated separately, and

the trace in which they occur decomposed into a sum of other traces, in which
only one of the |5 or m appears.

Such expansions are carried out by ZFIX.

However, in n = 4 dimensions, there are several manipulations for which terms
of the form j5 + m may be treated as a unit. For example, if 0. denotes a
product of gamma matrices containing j5 + m terms, then [3.4]

Tr[Y O^TrlY 02] - Tr[ ( 0 ^ ( 0 ^ ) (0,-fOJ],

(3.2.2)

where 0. denotes the product 0. with the sign of each in term reversed (so
l

-l

that p1 + m •*• p1 - m) .
The relations (3.2.1) and (3,2.2) are particularly convenient because
they avoid the necessity for explicit contraction of indices in the (usually
lengthy) expressions in terms of dot products which result from performing
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each trace individually.

Another set of relations also exists for combining

traces in n = 4 dimensions containing just one identical slashed vector [3.3]

Tr[j$01]Tr[]?502] = Tr[ ( t ^ + C O ^ ) (p 0 ^ 0 ^ ) ]

This may be proved trivially using the result (3.3.4a).

(3.2.3)

The relation (3.2.1)

may be considered a special case of (3.2.3), obtained by taking p to be a unit
vector lying successively along each of the four coordinate axes, and summing
the contributions (using the result (3.3.6a) Y 0„Y = -2 0„). The identity
°
'a 2'a
2
(3.2.3) as such does not, however, appear to be particularly useful and has
not been implemented in GAMALG.

In most, cases, its application would serve

simply to complicate results.
The identity (3.2.1) is for a product, of two traces sharing a contracted
-

index. A similar relation holds in n = 4 dimensions for the product of a trace
and a string of untraced gamma matrices [3.5]:
y
7 S l Tr[Y y E 2 ]

= 2(E 2+ (E 2 ) R )S r

(3.2.4)

Multiple applications of this result may be performed by an algorithm [3.5]
analogous to the one devised by Kahane [3.6] for simplifying entirely untraced
products of gamma matrices.

I have, however, not had occasion to use. eq. (3.2.4),

and it has presently not been implemented in GAMALG.
When n = 4, the function CON will also perform contractions involving
epsilon symbols. An example of this is

.
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(C2) NSET(4>$
DIMENSIONS • 4
<C3> CIND(MUirMU2rMU3rMU4)>
<D3)

CMU4, MU3r MU2r MU13

(C4) D(MU1rMU2)*EPS(PItMUi>P2»MU2)i
<B4>
D(MUlr MU2) EPS(Plr MUI. P2r MU2)
(C5) CON(Z)f
(D5)

0

(C6) EPS(Pl,MUlrP2rMU2)*EPS(P3rMU2rMUlrP4),
<Il6>
EPS(Plr MUlr P2r MU2) EPS(P3, MU2, MUI, P4)
(C7) CON(%)rFACTOR?
( D 7 )

(C8)
< D 8 )

(C9)
«D9)

"

2

<0<P1»

P3)

D(P2r

P4)

-

D<Plf

P4)

EPS(MUlrMU2rMU3rMU4)*EPS(MUirMU3rMU2rM!J4)!
EPS ( M U i r MU2r MU3r MU4> E P S U i U l r MU3r

D<P2r

P3))

fiU2v

MU4)

OON(X),
2 4

Contractions involving epsilon symbols are performed by first converting them
to traces using

-_

y

ey

y

y

y

l 2 3 4

a

l y2 y3 y4
a a a.

1
= yr Tr\i i i & y ] ,
12 3 4 5

(3.2.5)

where the a. may be basis vectors or 'indices', and then combining the traces
containing contracted indices by application of the. identity (3.2).

The final

answer is obtained by performing the resulting traces. In Minkowski spacetime,
the elements of the raised and lowered-index epsilon symbols differ by a factor
(-1) (the product of the diagonal elements of the metric, tensor; see e.g.,
[3.7]).

Unless the flag EUCLID : TRUE, GAMALG will, therefore, automatically

insert a factor (-1) for each contracted pair of epsilon symbols. The question
of whether any remaining epsilon symbol, is upper or lower is left to the users'
interpretation.
Products of traces in n = 4 dimensions which contain Yc oay be combined
by using the relation [3.3]
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Tr[Y5E1]Tr[Y5E2] = 2 T r I ^ V ^ l V

3

~T r [ E l ] T r [ V '

(3-2.6)

which is also applied by COTR and may be proved from the result [3.3, 3.5]

E + E R = | (Tr[E] + Y5Tr[Y5E]).

If E1 and E

(3.2.7)

do not share contracted indices, then the traces on the left-hand

side of (3.2.6) cannot be combined using (3.2.1), and each will involve epsilon
symbols.

However, the product of any two epsilon symbols can always be reduced

to dot products, since the product of two pseudotensors must be expressible
in terms of ordinary tensors (and hence the metric tensor).

The necessary

reduction of epsilon symbol products is carried out by CON using the special
case of (3.2.6)^, (lote, as always, the Minkowski space sign):
x_
y
l y 2 y 3 y 4 , V1V2V3V4
(b.)
(b„) (b„)
(b.) )
an a„ a 0 a, s ) (e
l'v,
2 v„ 3 ' v 0 4 v,
y y y y
1
I
3
4
l 2 3 4 l 2 3 4

(e

- ±j

Tr[Y5^2/3^4]Tr[Y5^1^2^3^4]

—• {2

-

lx[$^^^>^i^i^i^H^i^i-^]

Tr[*l 1 «t 2 rf 3 ^ 4 ]Tr[llJ 1 ^ 2 l« 3 U 4 ]}

a, .b-,
1 1

a4.b1

a, .b„ . . . . a, . b ,
1 2
r 4

....

= - Det(a.,b.)
x y

'

a

4'b4

(3.2,8)
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3.3

Evaluation of Traces
From the definitions (3.1.1), one may formally write down a recursion

relation for the trace of k gamma matrices (e.g., [3.8, 3.9])

Tr[^2...^k] -

I
{-l)Ha
j=2

1

'a)Hx{ir..i
J
"

1

i...A

v

\

(k even)

J

= 0 (k odd).

(3.3.1)

The recursion may be carried out, to obtain

T r U 4 2 . ..alr]
(3.3.2)

pairs

. (a. *a. )(a. «a. )
i i,
X
1 2 ' \
l :"2 X 3 1 4

where e.
. i s the rank-k totally antisymmetric tensor.
ir..ik

(a

i

*ai}
k-1

This form is sim-

ilar to a determinant and is known as a Pfaffian [3.10]. When no cancellations
(I?-')
occur, eqs. (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) yield fc!! terms for the trace of a product of

_

^ r?**-A+

k gamma matrices..Coxcopt by an overall factor oct vxyaB.a£ei't£ly to ^ in act.

A /Mff^ kU_s

-(3.1.It!) fui u l l - O N o t e that (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) do not depend on n, the
dimensionality of spacetimefjV If all the vectors a. are distinct, then there
is no choice but to use (3.3.1) or (3.3.2).

However, if some of the vectors

2
a. are identical, then use of the result AA - a*a = a will simplify traces,
particularly if a*a is specified to vanish by KINDEF.

One could scan, a trace

for identical vectors and then tailor the recursi.on (3.3.1) so that they would
meet.

However, it turns out to be more efficient in GAMALG to use the standard

form (3.3.1) but to check at each level of recursion for adjacent identical
vectors in the traces and to remove them if present, yielding traces shorter
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by two gamma matrices.
_

It is possible (using the properties of Pfaffians)

to derive a formula analogous to eq. (3.3.1) but which makes use of any identical vectors in the trace [3.10].
appears to be better in practice.

Nevertheless, the simple recursive method
(Note that in GAMALG, setting the flag

PLATU : TRUE will cause templates to be used for the evaluation of all traces
up to length 8. Since with this method, no simplifications occur with identical vectors, it is generally less efficient than the recursive method.)
For traces of length less than 6 containing no contracted indices, GAMALG uses
the special cases of (3.3.2)

T r U ^ ] = 4(a;L-a2)

in[i^2i3ih]

^_

4[(ai-a2)(a3.a4)

.

(3.3.3)

(a 1 *a 3 ) (a 2 «a 4 ) + ( a ^ a ^ ) (a 2 »a 3 ) ]

In n = 4 dimensions, there e x i s t reduction formulae which allow i d e n t i c a l
vectors in a t r a c e to be eliminated (as in Section 3.2, E and 0 denote products
of even and odd numbers of gamma matrices^^not counting fYrr^respeVruively)

[3.3,

3.11]:

iOi = - p X + T ?*{Tr[|S0_] + YcTr[ Yl .pUJ}

(3.3.4a)

P4 - -p 2 E R + \

(3.3.4b)

Y0iTr[^aER:

where (again as in Section 3.2), ST, is the reversal of the string S. The
results (3,3.4) are proved by methods analogous to those used in deriving the
-
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Chisholm identities discussed below (and which are in some forms special cases
of (3.3.4)) and cannot be generalized readily to n M

dimensions.

In trace

calculations, eq. (3.3.4) is rarely helpful, although in some cases, GAMALG
may invoke (3.3.4b),
In most traces encountered in practice, some fraction of the elements
of the trace are pairs of gamma matrices whose indices are contracted together.
The presence of such elements allows traces to be evaluated with far less terms
than thef%! ! of eqs. (3.3.1) and (3.3.2).

In four dimensions (n = 4) there

exist many elegant methods for making optimal use of contracted indices. Away
from four dimensions, such methods fail, terms proliferate and one must apparently resort to less elegant algorithms.
The basic strategy for evaluating traces with contracted indices is to
eliminate the indices by using relations of the form

^_
Y

S Y y = f(S),

(3.3.5)

where S represents a product of gamma matrices, and f(S) is some sum of reorderings of S.

In four dimensions, contracted indices may be reduced out using

the "Chisholm" identities [3.2, 3.3, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12]

Y'yEY

(3.3.6a)

-2 0
R

Y 0Y
y

Y5Tr[Y5E]

= Tr[E

(3,3.6b)
2{Tr[E] - E - ET)}
lx

-

V° Y a ) Y

= 2{(Y 0)

a

"' ( °R Y a )} '

(3.3.6c)
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where, as always, 0 denotes an odd and E an even string of gamma matrices,
_

and R signifies reversal.

In addition, as for previous similar relations,

Yr may appear any number of times in any of the products and without affecting
the counting of their length,

(y- may be written as the product of four dis-

tinct gamma matrices and, therefore, behaves as an even string.)

The only

exception to this rule is when the string consists solely of yr> i n which case
the form (3.3.6b), rather than (3.3.6c) must be used.

GAMALG reduces even

strings according to the third form (3.3.6c) of the even string Chisholm identity.

The relations (3.3.6a) and (3.3.6c), and some corollaries to them, are

summarized in the Kahane algorithm [3.6],

This algorithm is used by the CRUNCH

function (see Section 3.4) in GAMALG whenever possible. However, the Kahane
algorithm is designed for products of gamma matrices, not their,traces. It,
therefore, does not make use of the cyclic property of traces (Tr [4-,^. . .a. ] =
Tr[jL.. ,L a-,1).

For this reason (unless KAHAF : TRUE) GAMALG simply uses

directly the Chisholm identities (3.3.6a) and (3.3.6c) for traces in four
dimensions.
The proof of the Chisholm identities is interesting and reveals the reason
that no such similar identities hold in n M

dimensions. The methods used

may also be employed in the derivation of most of the other four-dimensional
gamma matrix relations summarized in Table 3.1.

I know of three proofs \$& ^r*

the Chisholm identities [(3.2, 3.12), 3.3, 3.10]; all are ultimately equivalent
but are superficially rather different. Here I follow the method given in
Refs. [3.2, 3.6, 3.12],

The other two proofs are in terms of Pfaffians [3.10]

and by decomposition of the gamma matrices to Pauli spin matrices [3.3].

The

first form of (3.3.6b) is also proved in [3.13] as an example of the reduction
of a "V product". The relation (3.3.6c) for even strings may be derived trivially by use of the anticommutation relations (3.1.1a) and the result (3.3.6a)
~_
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for odd strings.
^

I shall, therefore, discuss only the proof of (3.3.6a).

The basis for the proof I shall discuss [3.1, 3.4, 3.8] is the representation
of any product S of gamma matrices in n dimensions in terms of the elements
of the Clifford algebra with 2

components (strictly for the "S0(2<i\) extrapo-

lation") in n classes given by [3.9, 3.10]

r

where [

Y

(3.3.7)

[y1Yy2,,'Yyi])

] symbolizes antisymmetrization.

In four dimensions, these classes

of elements are simply

a
T = {1,
» yY '
c } '5
' Y'yJ' yv>'YcY
'5'

Any s t r i n g S may t h e n b e e x p a n d e d i n t h e form

(3.3.8)

(H* T l M-e er^UraiveJ

^ ^~t

W*^

T r [ r p ] = U,j )
s = I A.r 1 ,

where the sum runs over all 2

(3.3.9)

elements of the Clifford algebra, but by Lorentz

invariance, all the elements in each class may be treated identically in our
later manipulations, and so one may consider the index i to label the n classes
of elements rather than the individual 2

elements of the Clifford algebra.

We wish to consider

( SY

,J

y
= I x ± Y ri •
,

Elementary combinatorics suffice to show that
-

(3.3.10)

"v^
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Y y r V = a.r1 = (-i)i(n-2i)ri,

(3.3.11)

<_

so that in n = 4 dimensions

a, = {4, -2, 0, 2, -4},

(3.3.12)

,i

as usual. The expansion of any odd string will involve only the Y with i
odd, and we, therefore, need consider only these. Defining (analogous to
charge conjugation)

BY/" 1

S (Y y ) T ,

(3.3.13)

where T denotes transpose, one sees that

IT
Br11-1
!} x = +(rV
- (Y ) T
(3.3.14)

BI^B

x

= -(r 1 ) 1

(i odd),

where

BSB'"1

= (S R ) T ,

(3.3.15)

so that

orl

°R - X1T

v i°
X

- I

r.2i+l

°2i+ll

(3.3.16)
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where the X. are the expansion coefficients for the odd string 0.
clear that in n = 4 dimensions, Y ®Y
(3.3.6a).

can De

It is now

written in terms of 0 , as in

However, in n:/ 4 dimensions, it does not appear possible to obtain

relations analogous to the Chisholm identity (3.3.6a) which expresses Y °Y
as a sum of rearrangements of 0 whose number does not increase as the length
of 0 increases. This is true even in 4 dimensions for products of the form
a

Sa yV (for which the a. in eq. (3.3.12) become {12, 0, -4, 0, 12}).

The

Chisholm identity (3.3.6a), therefore, appears to be a fortuitous accident.
In general, Y $Y could be a sum of k rearrangements of S, where k is the
length of S, although, in fact, it is easy to show that only k-1 rearrangements
need appear. GAMALG uses the relations (e.g., [3.14])

Y' a Y
'

Y

Y

= n

aV

= (2_n)4

a^l^2Y

l

* vn-2)^i^2

+

2

^2^l

= 4 ( a . . - a 2 ) + (11-4)^-1^2
(3.3.17)
Y

cAVs Y

•T-i^&rA,

-

^a^l^lC^ * 2( ^2^4

(X 1 / . J 4 D

(n~4)jL^243

+

^/AVV

.C .J H _' i.

-

(n~4)^1i243li4^£

+ (n 4) i4 |l

'" ' l 2^3^4

1 4 -J L J

J.. J / . .J

h
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Note that we have no proof that the reductions given here are the shortest
possible. When n ^ 4, GAMALG first performs the reductions (3.3.17) with
respect to the closest pair of the contracted indices in the trace and then
repeats the procedure for each of the resulting sum of shorter traces. If
a pair of contracted indices is separated by more than five slashed vectors,
then when n ^ 4 GAMALG simply treats the indices as slashed vectors and then
uses eq. (3.3.1), until the indices become sufficiently close to apply eq.
(3.3.17).
We now give some examples of trace evaluations in GAMALG.

First we de-

clare the indices y,v to be contracted
(C2) CIND(MUrNUrALrBE)i
(D2)

CBEr ALr NUp MU3

We begin with some simple traces (any list brackets in TPv arguments are ignored)

(C3) TR(PrQ)r
(D3)

4 D(Pr

tO

<C4) TR(MUrPrMUrQ)J
(8 -

<D4)

4 N) D(P? CO

(C5>
(D5)

TR'(CMUrP3rMU»Q)>

(C6)
<D6>

TR(MUrNUrPrQrNU»RrMUrP)r
2
( - 4 N -f 24 N - 32) D<Pr P) D<Qr R> + ( 3 2 -

(C7)

TR(MUrPrGrALrPrNUrCOALrQrPrMUrNU)$

( 8 - 4 N) IMPr

(D7>

(-

4 N

+ 24 N

- 48 N + 32)

Q)

16 N> D(Pf

D(P» P) D(P» Q) IHQ,

Q) D(P» R)

0)

(C8) TR (MU r NU f AL r M U r B E r NU r AL r EfE ) I
4
3
2
(D8>
- 4 N + 40 N - 96 N 4 64 N

Recall that N is the dimensionality of spacetime assumed.

Note that even

indices declared by CIND will not be contracted if they are
for example:

unpaired.

Soj
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(C9)
(D9)

TR(MUrPrCONU)r
4 D(MUr

NU)

D(Pr

Q> 4- 4

D(MUr

p)

D(NUr

Q)

-

4 D(MUv

CO D(NUr

P)

^

This can be contracted with the metric tensor by doing

(CIO) CON(%#D(MUrNU))r
(D10)

4 N D(Pr Q)

Now we let the vector p be equal to k + I;

(Cll) EV(%rP=K+L)r
(DID

4 D(L + Kr Q) N

and then expand the dot products

(C12) DFIX(%)$
(D12)

4 (D(L» Q> 4- D(Kr CO) N

The last four steps could have been done directly as follows:

(C13) TR(MUrK4-LrGrMU)r
(D13)

<4 P(Lr CO 4 4 D(Kr Q)> N

_

Just for illustration, we now do a long trace:

(C14) TR(MUrALrPlrP2»NUrMUrP2rP3rALrPirNUrP3rPlrP2> r
3
2
(D14) ((- 4 N 4-80 N - 416 N + 672) EKPlr PI) EKPlr P2> D(P2r P2)
4- ( -

2
32 N + 256 N - 5 1 2 )

2
4- <~ 3 2 N + 2 5 6 N - 5 1 2 )

3
D (Plr
B(Plr

P2>)
PI)

0(P3»

IXPlr

P3)

P2)

2
D (P2>

P3)

3
2
4- ((•- 8 N 4- 112 H - 416 H 4- 448) D(Plr PI) EKPlr P3> D(P2r P2)
+ (64 N

- 512 N + 1024) B (Plr P2) D(Plr P3)> D(P2r P3)

4 (16 N

- 224 N

+ 896 N - 1152) D(Plr P2> D (Plr P3) D<P2r P2)

The examples above were all done in n-dimensional space.

If instead,

one requires only traces in four dimensions, GAMALG can be restructured slightly
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so as to be more efficient for these by doing
_

(C2) NSET(4)$
DIMENSIONS = 4
First, we redo a trace given above in n dimensions,

(C3)
(D3)

TR(MUrNUrPrCONUrRrMUrP)r

- 32 IKPr CO D(Pr R)

As an illustration of the internal workings of GAMALG, we now repeat another
trace done above in n dimensions but now set the flag BORED : TRUE:

(C5) TKKMUrALrPl rP2rNUrMUrP2rP3rA PlrNUrP3rPlrP2)p
ENTERING TRO WITH CMUr ALr Plr P2r NUr MUr P2r P3» ALr Plv NU? P3r Plr P23
ENTEfMffe-TRO- -bHTR---£'f S-T~P4T- Airr-WO 4^>r- P3-r- -AE-r- fir -NUT P3? Plr P23
ENTERING TRO WITH CP3r P2r NUr Plr NUr P3r Plr P2r P2r Pi 3
ENTERING TRO WITH CPlr P3r Plr P2r P2r Plr P3r P23
ENTERING TRO WITH CPlr P3r Plr Plr P3r P23
EXITING TRO WITH 1 TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE F REE TIME * 850 MSEC
EXITING TRO WITH 1 TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE, TIME = 881 MSEC
EXITING TRO WITH 1 TERMS* 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE. TIME = 914 MSEC
ENTERING TRO WITH LNUr ALr Plr P2r P2r P3r AL Plr NUr P3r Plr P23
ENTERING TRO WITH CP2r Plr P3r ALr Plr P2r P2 P3r ALr PI 3
ENTERING TRO WITH r„P2r P2r Plr P3r Plr P2r PI P33
ENTERING TRO WITH CPlr P3r Plr P2r Plr P33
2182 MSEC
EXITING RO WITH 2 TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE. TIME
2246 MSEC
EXITING TRO WITH
TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE, TIME
2314 MSEC
EXITING TRO WITH
TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE. TIME
2301 MSEC
EXITING TRO WITH
TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE. TIME
2483 MSEC
EXITING TRO UITH
TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE. TIME
2519 MSEC
EXITING TRO WITH
TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE. TIME
2551 MSEC
EXITING TRO WITH
TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE. TIME
ENTERING TRO WITH CP3r Plr P2r P2r Plr P2r Plr P33
ENTERING TRO WITH CP3r Plr Plr P2r P l r P33
2771 MSEC
EXITING TRO WITH 1 TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE FREE, TIME
2805 MSEC
EXITING TRO WITH 1 TERMS. 39 BLOCKS CORE rREE, TIME
(D5) 32 D(Plr PI) D(Plr P2) B<P2e F 2 ) £KP3r P3)
4 64 E K P l r
-

128 EKPlr

P I ) EKPlr

P3) B(P2r

P2) D(P2r

P3)

P2) D ( P l r P3> B(P2r P2>

<C6) TIME (%>r
TIME or CTOTALTIMEr GCTIME3 in msec*.}
(D6)
CC2925» 5083 3

Note t h a t t h e times quoted i n c l u d e garbage c o l l e c t i o n and can vary
a c c o r d i n g t o t h e load on t h e computer,

* '<•*..

tU

f&l<Mc

<**/<SvW*"c

f^rVivaJ

W

(^

Ot^iW/^

JJUJ

iJSP

k>W5W\£

treeo

considerably

otyf£<Aa$*j

(^

ftijv*/?

faHf
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Several shortened versions for combinations of gamma matrices commonly
appearing in diagram calculations may be used in GAMALG (for G and GT as well
as TR).

Fermion propagators may be written as

ZN(p,m) = $ + m

ZD(p,m) = l/(?5-m) = ({5+m)/(p2-m2),

where, if the mass m is omitted, it will be assumed to be zero.

(If in all

cases, m is to be assumed zero, then ZERM : TRUE will make GAMALG more efficient.)

Some examples of the use of ZN and ZD are (note that TR RATSlMPs

but does not FACTOR the expression it returns)

(C2) CINEKMUrNtOr
(D2)

CNUr MU3

(C3> TR(ZEKPrM)rZEKCOMP>>r
4 D(Pr CO 4- 4 M MP
(D3)
2
2
2
2
(D(Pr P) - M ) D(Qr CO - MP EKPr P) 4- M MP
(C4) FACTOR

(%)?
4 (D(Pr CO 4- M MP)

(D4)
(B(Pr P> - M ) (i'KCO CO •- MP )
(C5) TR(ZN(PrM)rMUrZN(QrM)rNUrZN(PPrM)rMUrZN(QrM)rNU)r
2
2 2
2
2
(D5) (<4 N - 40 N 4 64) EKPr PP) - 4 M N 4- 24 M N - 16 M ) B(CO CO
2
2 2
2
2
4- ((- 8 N 4- 48 N - 64) D(Pr CO 4- 8 H N - 32 M N + 32 M ) EKPPr CO

_

2
2
M N
-

+

(8

-

4
4 M

2
N

2
32

M

4
4 8 M N

N 4- 3 2

2
M )

EKPr

0)

4- ( -

4

2
2
2
M N
4- 2 4

M

N -

16

2
M )

D(P

PP)
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In general, GAMALG computes a trace involving $ + m factors by first expanding
_

it out into a sum of traces in which such objects have been broken up. This
procedure often generates more terms than are necessary, especially if the
various j5 + m factors are similar.

In four dimensions, it is in some cases

possible to treat p" + m as a single unit until the very end of the calculation
of a trace and, thereby, generate few intermediate terms. In particular, the
Chisholm identities (3.3.6) may be extended to allow p* + m terms to be treated
as single factors. In the notation defined for eq. (3.2.2) [3.4]:

Y u 0 Y M = 2{Tr[Y50]Y5 - 0R} - 0 + 0
(3.3.18)
Y E Y P = 2{Tr[E] - ER} - E - E.

It is clear that these results reduce to eq. (3.3.6) when all the m. = 0 (so
*_

that 0 = 0 = 0 , E = E = E) . The relations (3.3.18) are proved by appending
the 4 x 4 identity matrix to the set of gamma matrices. They are, of course,
not easily generalized to n H

dimensions. Even after contracted indices

have been removed, there may remain many f + m factors in a trace.

In suitable-

cases, GAMALG uses the result [3.15]

Tr[(^1+n^)S1(f52+m2)S2 ... ( 1 ^ ^ ) ^ ] = Trl^S^S,, ... 4 ^ ]

(k + length(S.) even)
(3.3.19)
q± * v - p 1 • v

(v j> q.)
I. .

—

J
/ i\ ij
q. • a. - P. ' p. +• (-1)
m.m.,
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where £.. is the number of gamma matrices between p\ and p\ in the original
trace.

The trace in terms of the fa. may be treated just as if the q. were

ordinary 4-component vectors. The formula (3.3.19) is very convenient when
it applies, because it provides results where terms from the numerators of
propagators can easily be canceled with those from their denominators. There
exist several further algorithms for use with p1 + m terms. When there are
more than 6 independent such factors in a trace, an efficient reduction formula
is given in Ref. [3.4].

3.4

Simplification of Gamma Matrix Products
It is sometimes useful to manipulate and simplify products of gamma ma-

trices whose trace is not taken.

In GAMALG, the function CRUNCH simplifies

the gamma matrix products (represented by G's) in an expression by reducing
out pairs of contracted indices (and pairs of adjacent identical vectors).
One problem here is that there often exist many equivalent forms for the results.

In four dimensions, the Kahane algorithm [3.6] (which is used in this

case) purports to yield one of the shortest forms. In n M
not know an algorithm which definitely does this.

dimensions, I do

If the flag COF : FALSE (its

default value) then GAMALG attempts to return the shortest result from CRUNCH.
However, two forms returned in this way may appear different although they
are, in fact, equal. To overcome this difficulty, when COF : TRUE CRUNCH
alphabetizes all vectors appearing in products of gamma matrices by anticommuting them.

This procedure is somewhat inelegant but does yield a standard

form. For example, with COF : FALSE, one has, declaring y and v to be contracted
indices:
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(C2)
(D2)

CINEKMUrADr
CALr MU3

_
(C3) EXP:G(RrMUrQrPrMU)42*G(MUrPrALrMUrQrRrAL)f
<D3>
G(Rr MUr Qr Pr MU) 4- 2 G(MUr Pr ALr MUr Qr Rr AL)
(C4> CRUNCH(X),
(D4) (N - 4) 6(Rr Qr P) + 4 D(Pr Q) G(R) 4^ 8 G(Qr Rr P)
+ (8 N - 32) 6(P) D(Qr R) + <2 H - 16 N + 32) G(P, Q, R)

while if COF : TRUE, then

(C5> COF:TRUES
(C6) CRUNCH(EXP)r
(D6) (2 N - 20) EKPr Q) G(R) 4 (10 N - 40) G(P> D(Qr R)
4- (24 - 2 N) D(Pr R) G(Q) 4- (2 N

This was done in n dimensions.
algorithm.

- 17 N 4 44) G(Pr Qr R)

In four dimensions, CRUNCH uses the Kahane

VJith COF : FALSE, for example, one then finds

s_
(C7> COF:FALSE*
(C8) NSET(4)$
DIMENSIONS = 4
(C9) CRUNCH(EXP)r
(D9)
(CIO)
(D10)

4 D(P» Q) G(R) 4- 8 G(Qr Rr P)

CINEKNUrBE)f
CBEr NUr ALr MU3

(Cll) EXP2:G(ALrPlrBErP2rMUrP3rNUrALrP4rMUrNUrP5rBErP6)r
(DID
G(ALr Plr BEr P2r MUr P3r NUr ALr P4r MUr NUr P5r BEr P6)
(C12) CRUNCH(X)f
(D12)

- 16 G(P5r Plr P4r P3r P2r P6) - 16 G(Plr P5r P4r P3» P2r P6)

(C13) COFtTRUE*
(C14) CRUNCH(EXP2)r
(D14) - 64 D ( P l r P5) D(P2r P3) G(P4» P6) 4- 64 D ( P l r P5) EKP2. P4) G(P3r P6)
- 64 EKPlr PS) G(P2r P6) D(P3r P4) 4- 32 D ( P l r P5) G(P2r P3» P4r P6)

' i
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In n = 4 dimensions, the identities (3.3.4) allow some reduction of gamma
_

matrix products by making use of identical pairs of vectors but often at the
cost of generating y

and epsilon symbols.

If the flag ALCRU : TRUE then these

relations will be applied, together with the first form in (3.3.6b) and the
relation

Y Y Y
y
l y2 y3

=

Y
y

R
l y2y3

- Y K
y
2 yly3
(3.4.1)

+ Y

y

+ e
YCYa
w
V
3 l 2
l^2 3
g

y

y

This result apparently plays a central role in the algorithms used by SCHOONSHIP
[3.11].
In some cases, one considers an untraced product of gamma matrices sandwiched between on-shell Dirac spinors. Then it may be convenient to reorder
the gamma matrices by anticommutation in such a way that the Dirac equation
may be used to remove those adjacent to the spinors. If suitable names are
chosen for the gamma matrices, this order will be the alphabetical one generated by CRUNCH when COF : TRUE.

Some algorithms for treating products of gamma

matrices sandwiched between spinors have been devised (e.g., [3.25]).

® <" GAMALG-^te^rB^e^ViSit present ,'•. treats SIG(mu.nu) = a

= yr

[y ,y ] only by

expanding it out and does not yet directly allow, for example, the projection
of the a

part from a product of gamma matrices, as would be required in

calculations of an anomalous magnetic moment.

3.5

Squaring Amplitudes
In addition to performing traces, GAMALG can also form the square of an

amplitude consisting of a sum of products of gamma matrices sandwiched between
V_

spinors.

The amplitude associated with a particular fermion line is represented

i
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by SQ(spnl,amp,spn2), where spnl is the incoming spinor and spn2 the outgoing
_

one.

amp is an expression consisting of a sum of G's representing the sum

of products of gamma matrices to be sandwiched between the spinors. A fermion
spinor is denoted by UV(p,m).

All spinors are assumed to be for fermions,

rather than antifermions, so that if the latter are required, the signs of
momenta or masses (depending on the user's conventions) must be changed. SQ
performs the sum over fermion polarization states using the standard completeness relation (this defines our spinor normalization)

2, u(p,m)u(p,m) = (i+m) ,
pols

denoted by ZN(p,m) in GAMALG.

(3.5.1)

If one does not require a sum over the polariza-

tion states of the incoming or outgoing fermion, then it is, as usual, most.

< !

convenient simply to insert the projection operator (1+Y,-P)/2 in the sum
-

(3.5.1).

In GAMALG, a polarized spinor is represented by UVS(p,m,s). For

both UV and UVS, if the mass is omitted, then it will be assumed to be zero.
If only zero mass fermions are to be considered, setting the flag ZERM : TRUE
will make GAMALG more efficient for this case.

If the flag NTR : TRUE, then SQ w i l l generate GT's rather than producing
TR's which are then performed^
for example*. (r2x*X{
5»ta-<T-

-far

€A^yte>-

"tUjf

*>^

S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a i ^ ^ - f p ^ m ^ ^ S ^ ^ ,
W-ctajta

(. " [

*^J

and,
G%

"

«^WUt*Ai'iS v \)

•_

'

drc.

• C-
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(C2)

_

NTR:TRUE$

(C3)
(D3)

SQ(Uv(PIrMDrG(AlrA2)rUV(PFrMF))r
G T ( Z N ( P I r M D r CAlr A23r

(C4>

SQ<Uv(PIrMDr2*G(AlrA2)4G(AlrA3>+G(A4)rUV(PFrMF>>r

(D4)

GT(ZN(PIr

MDr

CA43r

4- 2 G T ( Z N ( P I r

MDr

CAlr

4- 6 T ( Z N ( P I r

MDr

CAlr

ZN(PFr
A33 r

A33r

MF) »

ZN(PFr

ZN(PFr

ZN(PFr

MF)r

MF) r

MF)r

CA43)

CA3r

A13)

MDr

CAlr

A23r

ZN(PFr

MF)r

CA43)

4- 4 G T ( Z N ( P I r

MDr

CAlr

A23r

ZN(PFr

MF)r

CA3r

A13)

4- 4 G T ( Z N ( P I r

MDr

CAlr

A23r

ZN<PFr

MF) r

CA2r

A13)

SQ(UV(P)rG(ZD(Q-P)rK)rUV(PP))f
G T ( P r CZEKQ - P ) »

A13)

CA43)

4- 4 G T ( Z N ( P I r

(C5>
(D5)

CA2r

K3r

PPr

CKr

ZD(Q -

P)3>

That GT's, rather than G's, are returned, signifies that the traces of the
gamma matrix products are to be taken. Note that for an amplitude consisting
2
of j terms, SQ will return j(j+l)/2 traces. The reduction from j traces
assumes charge conjugation invariance. Note that SQAM(spnl,ampl,spn2,amp2)
_

will form the ampl(amp2) Yin the square of an amplitude.
The G's which appear in amplitudes to be squared will typically have
coefficients which represent combinatoric weights (and sometimes residual signs
from the implementation of Fermi antisymmetrization). Especially in nonAbelian gauge theories, such weights are often not commutative so that one
may not simply multiply each term (diagram) in the amplitude by some number.
Rather, one must, for example, assign a weight wi to the i

diagram and then

set wi^wj (perhaps using RATSUBST) to the combinatoric factor for the term
in the amplitude squared consisting of the i
and the j

term (diagram) in the amplitude

term in the conjugate of the amplitude. The automatic computation

of combinatoric and group-theoretic weights for diagrams
felon -chr&. vil

_
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When a vector boson line connects two points on the same fermion line,
^

one may perform a Feynman gauge polarization sum for it simply by inserting
a pair of identical indices at the relevant two positions in the G's representing the amplitude in SQ. For other gauges, it is usually better to perform
the polarization sum before, rather than after the traces are taken.
External vector boson lines may be treated in two ways by SQ.

If an index

that has been declared contracted by CIND appears only once in an amplitude,
then in the conjugate of the amplitude, it will be replaced by the concatenation of its name with 'PRIME' unless the index appears in the list NPIND.
In the latter case, the index in the conjugate amplitude will be the same as
in the amplitude, and when traces are done a contraction will be performed
between the two appearances of the index. This gives a Feynman gauge polarization sum for the corresponding external vector boson.
-£xsE=~-kll indices which appear/by -sefc-feLng. NOP : TRUE. For example,
(C6) CINEKMUrNU)*
(87) SQ(UV(PI)rG(MU,NU)rUV(PF))f
(I,7

>

GT(PIr CMUr NU3r PFr CNUPRIMEr

MUPRIME3)

(C8> NP1NDJCHU3*
(C9>
<D

SQ(UV<PI)»G(MUrNU)rUV(PF>)i

*>

GT(PIr CMUr NU3r PFr CNUPRIMEr

MU3)

(CIO) NOPJ TRUE*
(Cll) SQ<UV(PI)rG(MUrNU)rUM(PF))r
<Dii>

GT(PIr CMUr NU3r PFr CNUr MU3)

When two fermion lines appear in an amplitude, they are usually connected
by one or more bosons.

If these are vector bosons, and Feynman gauge is used,

then the two traces corresponding to the two fermion lines will contain ^«^ Ok
_

pairs of indices which are contracted between the traces. If n = 4, then by
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applying COTR to the corresponding product of GT's, one may usually combine
the traces using the relations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2).

Some examples of this

_

convenient procedure are given in Section 3.8.

3.6

Y5
In many calculations it is convenient to introduce the pseudoscalar gamma

matrix y

(denoted G5 in GAMALG).

This appears in expressions for vertices

which violate parity (as in weak interactions) or in conjunction with spin
axial vectors (as in the fermion spin projection operator).
the treatment of Yr i s simple.

y

In four dimensions,

It may be defined as (e.g., [3.8])

4! T t y 1 Y y 2 Y y 3 \ ]

5

(3.6.1)
.0123
= ry Y Y Y •.
<_

where in the second form the explicit components of Y
these could be obtained by dotting Y

are

used (equivalently,

into unit vectors along the various axes)

It is clear from eq. (3.6.1) that

vv

=0
(3.6.2)

(Y5)

= 1,

cw<| >$fck that the trace of a product of less than four gamma matrices and y

vanishes,

The simplest non-vanishing trace involving a single Yr i-s> therefore,

w.

y
l ^2 y 3 1J4
Tr[4-,ji04,4/Yr] = 4 ie
a, a_ a 0 a .
1 2 3 4'5
)i \i?\i„\i, 1 2
3 4

(3.6.3)
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The totally antisymmetric product of four vectors appearing here is represented
as EPS(al,a2,a3,a4) in GAMALG.

The symbols in an EPS are usually alphabetized

for simplification, as described in Section 3.2. The trace of a product of
more than four gamma matrices with Yr m a Y he reduced by the relation (e.g.,
[3.4, 3.13])

1

Trt^

akY5] =

I

(-D

l+i2+i3+i4

i1<i2<i3<i4

x Tr[a. i. i. i. y J T r U . . . . a . ]
X
1 2 X3 4 D
5
k
= 4

y
l y 2 y3 y 4 ,
Le
a. a. a. a )
T e. .
. (E
... .i.
rH , i„i„ ,,
{i.}
"l"2 "'"k y l y 2 y 3 y 4 X l 1 2 X 3 Xh

x (a. .a. )
1 1
5
6
^

0

(k odd)

(a.
.a. )
I
I
k-1
k

(k even)

(3.6.4)

Some simple examples of traces involving Yr done using GAMALG are (RHP =
(1 + Y 5 ) / 2 , LHP = (1 - Y 5 )/2):
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(C2> N S E T ( 4 ) *
(C3)

_

CIND(MUrNU)*

(C4) T R ( P l r G 5 r P 2 r P 3 r P 4 > »

>

(D4>
<C5)

- 4 XI EPS(Plr

P2r P3r

P4)

TR(RHPrP3rP4rP2rPDJ

(D5) 2 D(Plr P2) D(P3r P4) + 2 D(P1» P3) B(P2r P4) - 2 D(Plr P4) D(P2r P3>
- 2
(C6)
(D6)
(C7)

X I EPSKPlr

P2r P3r

P4)

TR(PlrMUrNUrP2rG5rP3rMUrP4rNU)»
-

16 X I E P S ( P l r

P2r P3r

P4)

TR(PlrP2rP3rP4rP5»P6rG5)f

(D7) 4 XI EPS(Plr P2r P3r P4) D<PSr P6> - 4 XI EPS(Pir P2r P3r P5) IKP4r P6)
+ 4 XI EPS(P1, P2r P3r P6> D(P4r P5) + 4 XI EPS(Plr P2r P4r P5> D(P3r P6)
- 4 XI EPS(Plr P2r P4» P6> D(P3* P5) 4 4 XI D(Plr P2) EPS(P3r P4r P5r P6)
4 4 XI EPS(Plr P2r P5r P6) D(P3» P4) - 4 XI EPS(Plr P3r P4r P5) D(P2r P6)
4 4 XI EPS(Plr P3r P4r P6> B(P2» P5) - 4 XI D(Plr P3) EPS(P2r P4» P5r P6>
- 4 XI EPS(P1» P3r P5r P6> D(P2f P4) + 4 XI D(Plr P4) EPS(P2r P3r P5r P6)
- 4 XI D(Plr P5) EPS(P2r P3r P4r P6> 4- 4 XI D(Pir P6> EPS(P2r P3r P4r P5>
s.

+ 4 XI EPS(Plr P4r P5» P6) D<P2» P3>

The generalization of Y S

to n

as for the usual gamma matrices.

M

dimensions is not as straightforward

Many prescriptions for the generalization

of Yr exist, and great care must be taken to ensure that physical results
obtained in the limit n •*• 4 are independent of the one chosen.

(Recently,

several results on chiral symmetry breaking in QCD deduced from the behavior
of the axial vector spectral function have suffered from difficulties associated
with the generalization of y,.)

One of the major advantages of dimensional

regularization is that it preserves invariances in theories (most importantly,
gauge invariance) . However, it is believed that the chiral invariances of

e
the Lagrangian which lead, to axial vector Ward identities are genuinely violated in perturbation theory (leading to 'anomalies'), and that there is no

..........
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method of regularization which leaves them intact. Different choices for the
generalization of Yr make the violations apparent in different places. It
is thought that only theories for which the 'anomalous' violations of the axial
Ward identities appearing in perturbation theory cancel (usually between sets
of fermions with suitable charge assignments) may be made renormalizable, so
that higher order calculations are meaningful. Thus, the generalization of
y

should be arranged so that the cancellations are most easily achieved.

Several prescriptions for the construction of y in n dimensions have been
proposed; the more common are
1.

Take {Y5,Yy} = 0 for y = 0, 1, 2, 3 and [Y5,Yy] = 0 for y = 4, ....,

n - 1 [3.16].
2.
3.

Take Yr - r n = Yr Y
Y i (c.f. eq. (3.3.7)) [3.17].
5
[y 'y0... 'y ]
.
1 2
n
Take Yr = r = Yr Y Y Y i (covariant form of (1)) [3.17].
'[v^V^V^]!^]

'5

4.

Take (YC>Y } = 0 for all u and set Tr[YrY Y Y Y 1 to the fourL,
5"y
^
5'y 1 , y 2 , y 3 'y 4 J
dimensional epsilon symbol plus arbitrary terms of order (n-4) which should

c
cancel in calculations [3.18],
5.

Perform gamma matrix algebra associated with ) , in n = 4 but let

most loop momenta, as usual, have n components (may not work) [3.19].
6.

Treat separately the left- and right-handed components of fields

(which in n = 4 are TT (I-Y,-)'!' and 77 (I+YC)I{>, respectively), so that yc never
z

appears explicitly.

D

2

'

_»

J

(Not convenient for calculation.)

All of these prescriptions, of course, reduce to the usual definition (3.22)
when n = 4, but l/(n-4) terms from loop integrations can reveal their small
differences when n ^ 4, Any of the©$, if applied with sufficient care, apparently give correct results at the one-loop level. Alternative (4) is probably
the most convenient and gives most directly the required cancellations, especially for traces involving an even number of y .
5

It is not clear how the
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various alternatives will fare at the two-loop level. At present, GAMALG uses
the prescription (4) (after printing a warning message) for treating Yr

in

n ^ 4 dimensions. A program to implement (2) or (3) will probably soon be
included in GAMALG (and will be invoked by setting the flag NG5 : CGN or CG4,
respectively [3.20]].

3.7

Comparison of Gamma Matrix Manipulators
As an example of the various gamma matrix manipulators available , we

give their input and output for the trace

Tr[(jJ'+m)Y (i>+t+m)y (jj-hnh^+k+nOY^
Li

V

which corresponds to the square of the s-channel pole diagram for Y e scattering.
GAMALG
^

This is MACSYMA 281
FIX281 18 DSK MACSYM beinss loaded
Loading done
(CD loadfile (s!a»alsar>fshar®>*
GAMALG 24 DSK SHARE beinsi loaded
Loading done
(C2) cind(itiurnu)*
(C3) nset(4)«
DIMENSIONS « 4

ti'wkJk • " £ )
JtCl

(C4> tr(zn(pp»ni>rmurz:ri(p+kp»>rnu»sn(pfBi)»nurzn(i«'+krro) rrcu)r
4

2

(D4) (16 D(Pr P) - 48 M

- 16 D(Kr K>> D(Pr PP) 4- 32 D(Kr PP) D(Pr P) 4- 64 M
2
4- (- 64 D(K* PP) + 64 EKKr P) 4- 64 D(Kr K>) M 4-32 D(Kr P) D(K» PP)

*I am grateful to D. Ross and J. Babcock for providing the SCHOONSHIP and
ASHMEDAI outputs, respectively. The REDUCE example was run on the Caltech
PDP-10.

• "• i
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SCHOONSHIP

[3.11]

(usually r u n in a b a t c h m o d e and w r i t t e n in C D C assem-

bier))

^
$CM'JIJ«SC"I«l,

TI"E

V t B S t C M flf

J4NUAR1 t .

(?)

»*T*

.n? stC0'«ns
V
I
S
i

L f

PP,P,*
"U,Ni>,J
"
!,,
i»»(GfJ.op) + M*Gtfj))*&f.r,>-u)*fG(jfp)+Cfj,K)»H»r,irJ))«6(J»
")*(e!J,P)
• x*Ri(j)i*Gfj,Nin»ri;cj,pj*G(j,K)*>'«Gi(j))«Gij»''o)
10,TRIC*,T9»CE,J
* tNn

SV M «QL8

IBI# ».

INUICES

«u, Nu, J.

VECT0HS

PP, P, K.

ri|NCTIli><S

0, E°F»Ii G»t, 6 1 . G5«ti Gt,«G# GT, ijG»C, UHG« "D«U, Ob, CT,
08"0» QX» OH, OP, 0 F « ( J .

RUNNING TIME
NUMee* OF te»Ms
EOUAt TEWHg
C*"CELt.»TIOI»5

.62 SEC.
i*
9J
INPUT SPtCE
««T f aflbS)

HP, OP EXf«.
J« (100)

10. REG.
a (560)

FUNG. «E6,
41 (750)

*ULT.
178

OUTPUT SPACE
*0«€> ( fc«3<<3)

UECQROS
TR e

. «8.«w««a*PPDP . »<I„»H**?«PPDK * «,«,*M*«J«Pa« • e«,#K**?*s<DK * M . * * * * « * i«*,»PPDF*P0P • H-.*F*>DP**U*
• 32wtpPO«»P0P • 3*.*PPDK«P0K

_

ENO OF RUN. TIME

III

•<).

SECONDS

sW.
REDUCE

[3.21] (usually run in an i n t e r a c t i v e mode and written in LISPM (/?fj)VC£

divide

oM

>-t/>wAfa

js^

REDUCE 2 ( N O V - 3 0 - 7 3 )

trcW-O

^

4-)

...

•VECTOR P P r K r P *
JCINDEX MUrNU*
•OPERATOR Z *
*FOR ALL P LET Z ( P ) = G ( L » P H M *
*Z(PP)*G(L»HU>*Z(P4-K>*G(LfNU)«(P)*G(LrNU>*Z(P4-K>*G(LrMU>$
2
4*(

- 4*PP.K*M

4
4- 2 * P P , K * P . K

4- 2 * P P . K * P . P 4- 4*M

2
K,K - 3*M #P,PP - K.K&P.PP + P.P*P,PP>

^

2
2
4- 4*M * P . K 4- 4*H *
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ASHMEDAI [ 3 . 2 2 ] ( u s u a l l y run i n a batch mode and w r i t t e n i n FORTRAN)

i

i

'

!

if
a

!•

i\

"Hi
a. i*
•

— it. I P

>*H

U. IP

\

ij

a.

*

*

* •-!
*

[•

**
« «
^. tc
•

• ¥
7 •

\

J J

•

a.J>
Pi

*

* a>~>

ii

M
*
UJU..

UJ
. j •

• y j 10

H

'^ L

f

co '• o. LJ
a. u. * ht
*

i— *. a. i

i

j .
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•
U J I i . l i
<•*
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For a discussion of other gamma matrix manipulators, see Ref. [3.23].
^

To

give CPU times for each of the examples would be quite meaningless, since
each was run on a different computer. Nevertheless, in the implementations
available to me, SCHOONSHIP ran about a hundred times quicker than the other
three, which all took a few seconds for the trace.
REDUCE is probably the most widely used gamma matrix manipulator. Its
main merit appears to be portability.

It is only able to handle pure traces -

it cannot, for example, square amplitudes directly.
advantage is speed.

SCHOONSHIP's primary

The fact that it is written in assembler means that it

can compute traces often two orders of magnitude faster than REDUCE or GAl-IALG.
SCHOONSHIP can square amplitudes. ASHMEDAI is in many respects similar to
SCHOONSHIP, although it is not as fast. For SCHOONSHIP, REDUCE and ASHMEDAI,
a large fraction of the programming effort and code was devoted to providing
facilities comparable to the simpler functions of MACSYMA.
_

Since GAMALG was

written in MACSYMA, we were able to start at. a much higher level and to implement very easily many complicated algorithms. The primary motivation for
the construction of GAMALG was the necessity of computing traces in n

M

dimensions. As discussed at length in Section 3, algorithms developed for
n = 4 fail when n ^ 4.

It turns out that a simple set of tricks (which was

discovered empirically) suffices to allow SCHOONSHIP to evaluate traces of
up to 8 gamma matrices in n ^ 4 dimensions. However, these fail for larger
traces, and, to our knowledge, GAMALG is the only program presently available
for their evaluation^! (j^-J
One important limiting factor in a gamma matrix manipulator is the length
of intermediate expressions which it can handle. As on many other counts,
SCHOONSHIP wins here; it is reputed never to have been stopped by too many
intermediate terms in any sensible calculation and appears to have successfully
_
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dealt with in excess of 10

terms. On the other hand, REDUCE (at least in

the implementation available to me) cannot manipulate more than a few hundred
terms. GAMALG has successfully handled slightly larger intermediates. In
both cases, the main limitation appears to come from the fact that most present implementations of LISP cannot address sufficient memory for very large
expressions to be handled.

Forthcoming implementations (e.g., [3.24]) should

allow much larger intermediates (perhaps ^ 10

terms) but probably at the

cost of a considerable reduction in speed.

3.8

Examples of the use of GAMALG

+ -

+-

3.8.1 e e -> y u

The diagram considered here is

(e)\q
_

( e)/q 2

Pz\p

The calculation is to be done in four dimensions, so do
(C2) NSET(4)f
DIMENSIONS = 4
(D2)

We first specify some kinematics by doing

(C3)
(D3)

«2:0~Qlf

<C4) P2 5Q-P15
(D4)

Q

-

Ql

Q -

PI

(C5> K ' I N D F I F ( D ( a r Q > = S r L i ( Q r P l ) = S / 2 r D ( G r Q l ) ^ S / 2 r D ( P l r P l ) = - - M M U " 2 r r H 0 i r Q i ) = M H M E " 2 ) f
S
S
2
(D5> CD(Qr 0 ) « Sr IKQr P I ) •» ~r D(Q» Q l ) • - r D ( P l r P I ) • MMU r
2
2

_
IKQlr

Ql)

2
• ME 3
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We declare the indices u and v to be contracted when possible:
^

(C6>
(D6)

CINIKMUrNU)?
CNUr MU3

We s h a l l do t h i s simple calculation by several methods, to i l l u s t r a t e various
features of GAMALG.
F i r s t , we construct the i n i t i a l lepton tensor d i r e c t l y by doing a t r a c e
(C7) L E P i : T R ( M U r Z N ( Q l r M E ) r N U r Z N ( Q 2 r M E ) ) >
(D7> - 2 IKMUr NU) S 4- ( 4 IKMUr Q) - 8 D(MUr Q l ) ) IKNUr Q l )
+ 4 D(MUr Q l ) D(NUr Q) + 8 ME

IKMUr NU)

and similarly for the final lepton tensor

(CO) LEPF:TR(MUrZN(PIrMMU)rNUrZN(P2rMMU))i
(D8) - 2 IKMUr NU) S 4- 4 IKMUr P I ) D(NUr Q)
+ ( 4 IKMUr Q) - 8 D(MUr P I >) D(NUr P I ) 4- 8 MMU

_

IKMUr NU)

Then we contract indices
CQN(LEPI*LEPF> rFACTOR i
2
2
2
2
2
2
<D9) 8 (S - 4 D(Plr Ql) S - 2 MMU S - 2 ME S 4- 8 D (Plr Ql) + 16 ME MMU )
(C9)

The traces above could have been constructed by squaring amplitudes. For
example:
(CIO)
(MO)

LFPi:SQ(UV(QlrME)rG(MU),Uv(Q2rME))r
- 2 IKMUr MUPRIME) S -f ( 4 IKMUr Q) - 8 IKMUr Q l ) ) IKMUPRIMEr

Ql)

2
+ 4 D(MUr Q l ) IKMUPRIMEr 8 ) 4 8 HE D(MUr

MUPRIME)

Note the generation of the new index muprime. The weight of the amplitude
here was taken as 1. To see the form which was passed to TR by SQ, do

_
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(ci19 NTR:TRUE*
(C12) SQ(Uy(QlrME)rG(MU>rUM(Q2rME:))f
(B12)
GT(ZN(Qlr ME)r CMU3r ZN(Q

Qlr ME)r CMUPRIME3)

_

The G's could be turned in TR's and done by doing CGT(%).
A slightly more efficient way to do the calculation is as follows:

(CI 3) NTRJTRUE*
(CI 4) SQ(UV(QlrME>rG(MU)rUV<Q2rME))*SQ(UV(PlrMMU)rG(MU)rUy(P2rMMU))f
(H14) GT(ZN(Plr MMU)r CMU3r ZN(Q - Plr MMU)r CMUPRIME3)
GT(ZN(Qlr ME)r CMUJr ZN(Q - Ql, ME)r CMUPRIME3)
(CIS) CC)TR(X)r
(D15) 2 (GT(EZN(Q - Plr MMU)r MUPRIMEr ZN(Plr MMU>r ZN(Q - Ql, ME)r MUPRIMEr
ZN(Q1, ME)J) 4 GT(CZN(P1, MMU), MUPRIMEr ZN(Q - PI, MMU), ZN(Q - Qlr ME)r
MUPRIME, ZN(Q1, ME>3))
(C16) CGT(%>,FACTOR,
2
2
2
2
<ti.1.6) B (S - 4 D(P1, Ql) S - 2 MMU S 4- 2 ME MMU S - 2 ME S 4 8 D (Plr Ql)
2
2
4- 16 ME MMU )
^

In order to reproduce a familiar result, let us set the lepton mass to zero
+ CT is the y e c.m.s. angle.

and define some more kinematics.

(C17)

EV<X,ME=0rMMU=OrIK P I r Q l ) = S / 4 * ( 1 - C T ) r F A C T O R ) r

2
(H17)

4 (CT

2
4- 1) S

To o b t a i n t h e f i n a l a n s w e r , t h i s r e s u l t must be m u l t i p l i e d by a f l u x f a c t o r ,
4jv4 r* ¥ytf°/Kbrf .
3.8.2

y* ->- qqG
We consider the diagrams

(r*>V i A A f
w-

P3
k

(q)

%/%^%,'^

wii

hj
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and will sum over the virtual photon and gluon polarization^using Feynman
_

gauge.

We, therefore, set
<C2> NOPJ TRUEr
(D2>

TRUE

so that no primed indices are generated by SQ and declare indices;

(C3> CIND(MUrAL)*
<B3)

CALr MU3

Once again, we work in four dimensions:

<C4) NSET(4),
DIMENSIONS = 4
(H4>

We take the q and G masses to be zero and, therefore, write

(C5) ZERMJTRUE*
(D5)

^

TRUE

(C6> KINDEF(D(Q,Q)-Sr»(PlrPl)«=0,n(P2rP2)=0rD(P3rP3)=0)r
(D6>
CIKQr Q) • Sr D(P1» PI> • Or D(P2r P2) » Or D(P3r P3) « 03
So as to see the expression before traces are taken, set

(C7) NTRJTRUEr
(D7)

TRUE

Then, to generate the squared amplitude,

(C8) SQ(UU(Pl),G(MUrZn(Q-P2)rAL>-G(ALrZD(Q-Pl)rMU)rUV(P2)>,
(D8) GT(Plr CMUr Z»(Q - P2)r AL3, P2r CALr ZD(Q - P2)r MU3)
4- GT(Plr CALr ZD(Q - PI) r MU3r P2r LHU, ZD(G - PI > r AL3)
- 2 6T(Plr CAL, ZD(Q - PI>r HU3, P2r CALr ZIKQ - P2), MU3)
The traces are done using CGT:

-
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v_

(C9) ANS:CGT(%)»
16 D(P1» P2) S - 32 D(Plr Q) D(P2r Q)
_
(D9)
2
2
S - 4 D(P2r Q> S 4- 4 D (P2r Q)
+ 2 (32 D(Plr P2> S - 32 D(Plr P2) D(P2r Q) - 32 D(Plr P2) D(Plr Q)
2
2
+ 32 D (Plr P2))/(S 4- <- 2 D(P2r Q) - 2 D(P1, Q>) S + 4 D(P1, Q> D(P2r Q)>
16 D(Plr P2) S - 32 D(P1, Q) D(P2r Q)
2
S

2
- 4 D(Plr Q) S + 4 S (Plr Q)

We may write this result in a more digestible form by making some good kinematic substitutions (and using DFIX to apply them):

(CIO) KINDEF(D(QrPl)*Xl*S/2rD(QrP2)=X2*S/2rD(PlrP2>=S*(l-X3)/2)f
(D10) CD(Q, Q) • Sr D(Plr PI) • 0, D(P2r P2> = 0, D(P3, P3) • 0,
S XI

S X2
S (X2 4- XI
r D(P1, P2) «
2
2

1 D<Qr P2> «

D<Qr Pl> •
2

1)

(Cll) FACTOR (EV(DFIX(ANS)r X3*2-Xi-X2) )»
2
.

8 <X2

2

4- XI )

(DID
(XI - 1) <X2 - 1)

3.8.3

y*q + qG
We consider the diagrams

At first, we will not sum over the. virtual photon polarization states, so
as to obtain the 'hadron tensor' corresponding to these diagrams. We perform
_

a Feynman gauge polarization sum for the gluon.
\
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(C3) NSET(4)>
DIMENSIONS * 4
(D3)
_

4

(C4) ZERM:TRUE*

TRUE

(D4>
(C5) CINEKMUrAD*
(D5)

(C6) NPIND:CAL3>
(D6)

CALr MU3
CAL3

(C7) KINDEF(D(PrP> - OrDS(Q) • Q2,DS(K) - OrD(QrP)
rD(P
,K) = -U/2)r

(S-Q2)/2rD(QrK) = (Q2-T)/2
S - Q2

(D7) CD(Pr P) • 0» D<Qr Q) * Q2» JHKr K) • Or D(Qr P> *

,

2
Q2 - T
D(Qr K>
2
(C8) PP:Q+P-Kf
(D8)
(C9) TJ-S-U*Q2r
(D9)

(cio>

» D(P, K) -

Q + P
- U - S + Q2

NTR:TRUE*

(Cll) ANSJSQ(UV(P>rG<MUrZB(G4-P>»AL>+G<ALrZD(P-K)rMU>,UV(PP))r
(DID GT(P, CMUr ZDCQ + P)r AL3r 0 4 P - Kr CALr ZD(Q 4- P)r MUPRIME3)
4- GT(P, CAL, ZD(P - K)» MU3» Q + P - K» CMUPRIMEr ZD(P - K)r AL3)
4- 2 GT(Pr CALr ZDCP - K)r MU3» Q + P - Kr CALr ZD(Q 4- P)r MUPRIME3)
(C12)

TEN:CGT(%>$

(C13) FACTOR (Ev(TEN)M
2
(D13) - 4 (D(MUr MUPRIME) U - 2 D(MU» MUPRIME) Q2 U
4- 4 D(MU, Q) D(MUPIRIMEr Q) U 4- 4 D(MUt P) D(MUPRIMEr Q) U
- 4 D(Kr MU) D(MUPRIMEr Q) U - 2 D<Kr MU) D(MUPRIMEr P) U
4- 2 IKKr MUPRIME) KMUr P> U 4- DCMUr MUPRIME) S

- 2 D(MUr MUPRIME) Q2 S

- 2 D(Kr MU) D(MUPRIMEr Q) S - A B<MUr Q) D(MUPRIMEr P) S
- 2 D(Kr MU) D(MUPRIMEr P) S 4- 2 D(Ks> MUPRIME) D(MUr Q) S
2
•f 2 D(Kr MUPRIME) IKMUr P) S 4- 2 D(HUr MUPRIME) Q2
+ 4 D(MU, P) D(MUPRIMEr Q) Q2 4 4 D(MUf Q) D(MUPRIMEr P) Q2
4- 8 D(MUr P) DCMUPRIMEJ P) Q2 - 4 B<K» MUPRIME) DCMUr Q) Q2
- 8 D(Kr MUPRIME! D(HUr P) Q2 4- A IHKr HU) B(Kr MUPRIME) Q2)/(S U)
_

3
2
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Now we check gauge invariance

_

(C14) FACTOR (EV(
(D14)

f-tU

iNFEVkl.

-£W

I*

^

&

tWxdy

CON(D(QfMU)*D(QrMUPRIME)*TEN) rINFEVAL )>i
0

and then project out two components of the tensor TEN (the first is roughly
the transverse component, and the second is the longitudinal component):

(CIS) FACTOR (Ev(
(D15)
( C 1 6 ) FACTOR (EV(
(D16)

3.8.4
\
\

CON(D(MUrMUPRIME)*TEN) rINFEVAL ))r
2
2
2
8 <U - 2 Q2 U 4- S - 2 02 S 4 2 D2 )
—
"
S U
CON(lKPrHU>*D(PrMUPRIME)*TEN>
- 4 (U 4- 8 - Q2)

rINFEVAL

))$

Muon Decay

\
\
N
\
\
Here we calculate the differential cross-section for muon decay Xwith
\
\
\
\
\
massless product particles and a V-A coupling). XNE, in terms of which the
answer is most simply expressed, is the fractional energy of the outgoing
\

•^

' •
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Appendix: Using GAMALG on the MIT-MC Computer
GAMALG may be loaded into a MACSYMA job on the MIT-MC computer by doing
LOADFILE(GAMALG,>,SHARE);
cc
This will aafAess the latest version of GAMALG, which may differ in some respects from that discussed helew. All the operations described above should,
however, work; it is merely possible that GAMALG will be developed further
in the future. An updated version of a manual for GAMALG may be printed from
the MIT-MC computer by doing (outside MACSYMA)
:PR SHARE;GAM USAGE
and this should contain all the latest information. Examples of GAMALG may
be run in a MACSYMA by doing
BATCH(GAM,DEMO,SHARE);
l&iGAMALG misbehaves, a message should be sent to Terrano and me using (outside MACSYMA)
^

:MAIL SWOLF,TREX
complaint
control C
Any suggestions for improvements or modifications will also be welcome.

-
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Table 3.1
Basic GAMALG Notations

-

N

Dimensionality of spacetime

D(al,a2)

Dot product of al and a2 (which may be 'indices' or 'basis

3>S(A1)

vectors')
3>(*l,<Kl)tm

1
i.e. 4kj2 S^AA^ 4

"^

*
K

1
^ ^

4
*•*•

EPS(al,a2,a3,a4)
Totally antisymmetric product of 4-vectors al, a2, a3
and a4 (which may be 'indices' or 'basis vectors')
G(al,a2

,ak)
Product of gamma matrices represented by al, ..., ak

GT(al,a2,....,ak)
Undone trace of gamma matrices represented by al, ...., ak
G5
Y 5 (in n = 4)
LHP
Left-hand projection operator (l-y,_)/2
RHP
Right-hand projection operator (1+y )/2

w

_

SIG(mu,nu)

a

UV(p,m)

Fermion spinor with momentum p and mass m

UVS(p,m,s)

Polarized fermion spinor with spin s

ZN(p,m)

Numerator of fermion propagator p" + m

ZD(p ,m)

2 2
Fermion propagator l/($-m) = ({5+m)/(p -m )

yv
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Table 3.2
Summary of Basic GAMALG Functions

_
CIND(mul,...,muk)
CGT(exp)

adds mul through muk to the list of contracted indices

converts G's/to TR's and does them

COMPDEF(vecl=listl,vec2=list2,indl=vall,ind2=val2,vec3=;...)
defines lists
as the components of vectors and values for indices, for use by NONCOV
CON(exp)

contracts all free indices in exp (including epsilon symbols)

COTR(exp) reduces (in n=4) products of traces with contracted indices or
containing Y<- to single traces ^ ^
CRUNCH(exp)
DFIX(exp)

simplifies untraced products of gamma matrices in exp
expands all dot products in exp

EPSFIX(exp)
FLAGS()

expands all epsilon symbols in exp

displays the values of flags and information lists

GFIX(exp) expands sums of vectors appearing in untraced products of gamma
matrices in exp

s-

GLUE3(Xl,/2,j£3) gives the tensor corresponding to the three-gluon vertex
represented by its arguments
3>(Plt,fu)
sO'zi^)
iD(f'l,P»)=. fIL fl?
KINDEF(d«*p4=repl,4e-&p2=rep2,.. .) defines kinematics substitutions dotp^.
repl,...
NONCOV(exp) substitutes the non-covariant components specified by COMPDEF
for vectors and indices in dot products in exp
NSET(dim)

sets the dimensionality of spacetime to dim

SCALS(xl,..,xk)

adds xl through xk to the list of scalars

SQ(spnl,amp,spn2)
spnl and spn2
TR(al,a2,...)

squares the amplitude amp sandwiched between the spinors

takes the trace of gamma matrices represented by its argument

UNCIND(mul,...,muk)
indices

removes mul through muk from the list of contracted

UNC0MPDEF(vecl,indl,vec2,vec3,...)
arguments

removes the components defined for its

•»(e», ft2)

UNKINDEF(*M(JjS,,. . .J^HJI^Ifc
jdot4»3r-4rh¥ough clotpk.

"V)(fil

removes s i m p l i f i c a t i o n s defined for dot p r o d u c t s
t\l)

i
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Table 3.2 (continued)
_

UNSCALS(xl,...,xk)
ZFIX(exp)

„

removes xl through xk from the list of scalars

expands all p1 + m terms appearing in G's and GT's in exp
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Table 3.3
-

Basic GAMALG Flags (Default Values in Brackets) and Information Lists (Initially Empty)
C
ALfRU[FALSE]

if TRUE uses further relations for G reduction in n = 4

BORED[FALSE]

if TRUE prints intermediate stages in calculations

COF[FALSE] if TRUE alphabetizes CRUNCH outputs by anticommutation
DEF[TRUE] if FALSE will prevent the expansion of dot products as they are
generated
EPSEF[TRUE]
generated

if FALSE will prevent expansion of epsilon symbols as they are

KAHAF[FALSE] if TRUE will cause the Kahane algorithm to be used on traces
with many contracted indices in n = 4
NOP[FALSE] If TRUE causes SQ to generate no primed indices (does Feynman
gauge polarization sums)
NTR[FALSE]

if TRUE causes SQ to generate G's rather than TR's

VIRED[FALSE]
-

ZERM[FALSE]

COMPS
IND
KINS

if TRUE assumes all particle masses to be zero

is the list of components defined by COMPDEF
is the list of contracted indices (which will be uncontracted if unpaired)
is the list of kinematic substitutions defined by KINDEF

NPIND
SCALARS

-

if TRUE generates VIPER-compatible output (see next installment)

is the list of indices automatically summed over by SQ (or SQAM)
is the list of scalars
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Table 3.4
(Y

,Y

gy

-n

} = 2 e

v
Tr[l] = 4

Tr[^2...<lk] =0

irU1ir

. .i^]

=

=

-

(k odd)

I

(-i)j(a1.aj)Tr[a2...aj_1aj+1...^k]

I e. .
. ( a . *a, ) ( a . «a. ) . . . (a,
X
{ij} h V ' ^ k
h
2
3 X4
V l

-a.)
X

{k

t

Tr[#] = Tr[SR]

In n = 4 dim ensions:

lYy,Y5} - 0
'
(Y 5 ) 2 - 1

Y

Y

ll

l

~

y

Y
2 y3

=

Y P
y
l P2y3

- Yy gy ^
2

L

+ Y y gy ^
3

J

a

+ eu ^ ^ a YcY
5 •

<LAre*v J
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Table 3.4

(continued)

^

Tr[«L

a.

Y

k 5

[ 1

]

WV *

(-D

i1+i2+i3+i4

x Tr[a. i. i. i. Ys]Tr[a. . . . . a . ]
1 2 3 4
5
k
= 4/_ e . .
J^
U.} 1 l 1 2 " " 1 k
x (a. .a. )
1 1
5
6
= 0

£

y
l y2 y3 y4
a. a . a. a . )
y y y y
l 2 3 4 X l X2 X 3 X4

(a.
.a. )
i
i
k-1
k

(k odd).

V* = "2 °R
~_

YyEyy = Tr[E] - Y5Tr[Y5E]

= 2{Tr[E] - E - ER}

Yy(0Ya)Y

V

= 2 { ( Y a 0 ) + (0RYa)>.

iOi - " P 2 0 R + ~ f{Tr[i$0 R ] + y 5 Tr[Y 5 l$0 R 3}

^

= ~?\

+

\

V^^aV

Y 0 Y - 2{Tr[yt.0]Y£--0„} - 0 + 0
y5- 5 -R

_-

YyEY

y

- 2{Tr[E]-ER} - E - E.

(k even)
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Table 3.4

(continued)

Y S 2 Tr[Y y E 2 ] = 2{E 2 +(E 2 ') R }S 1 .

T r [ Y p 0 1 ] T r [ Y y 0 2 ] = 2{Tr[ ( O j + C O ^ X ^ ] } ,

Tr[Y 5 E 1 ]Tr[Y 5 E 2 ] = 2 T r [ E 2 ( E 1 + ( E 1 ) R ) ] - T r [ E 1 ] T r [ E 2 ]

T r t f G ^ T r t f C ^ ] - Tr[(0 1 4-(0 1 ) R )(p Z 0 2 +p'0 2 p')].

T r E y ^ l T r t Y 0 2 1 = Tr[ (Q 1 +(0 1 ) R ) ( O ^ ) ] .

_

Some Gamma Matrix Identities used by GAMALG.
of gamma matrices.

S denotes any product (or 'string')

0 and E represent products of gamma matrices which contain

an odd and even number of factors (not counting Yc), respectively.

S denotes

a product in which some of the factors can be of the form $ + m, while in S,
all such factors are replaced by (S - m.

;

• ', ;'

' ', '
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IV.

Feynman Integrals:

4.1

Introduction

VIPER and COBRA

Whenever a closed loop appears in a Feynman diagram, the corresponding amplitude contains an integral over the undetermined momenta of the virtual particles
in the loop.

The evaluation of these integrals is the major task in Feynman diagram

calculations.

To prepare the momentum space integrals for numerical evaluation or

for Some types of further algebraic mainpulation, it is usually necessary to convert them to Feynman parametric form

(see sec. 4.4, however, for a discussion of

a direct method which does not use this representation).

In this form, auxilliary

scalar integration variables called Feynman parameters are introduced, one for
each propagator or internal line in the diagram, so that the actual momentum integrals may be performed easily, leaving the integrations over the Feynman parameters.

The program VIPER described in sec 4.3 below conberts any momentum space
t

integral to Feynman parametric form, performing the necessary momentum space
integrations usingdimensional regularization.

The remaining Feynman parameter

integrals are often not amenable to analytical evaluation, and must therefore be
caluculated numerically, typically using a Monte Carlo method.

If required, VIPER

can generate a file contaioning the FORTRAN form of the Feynman-parameterized
integral, suitable for direct insertion into a numerical integration program.

For

diagrams with a simple topological structure and in which all the internal particles are massless, it is possible to perform the Feynman prarmetric integrations
analytically in terms of beta functions.

The program COBRA descibed in sec 4.4

below will give complete analytical results for most momentum integrals which can
be evaluated in terms of beta functions.
VIPER and COBRA introduce Feynman parameters sequentially for each loop
integration

momentum.

In practice, they will easily handle integrals over up to

three or more momenta, so long as the integrals doe not contain too may

terms.

Larger ones, may often be treated by multiple applications of VIPER or COBRA.
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4.2

Dimensional Regularization and Feynman Parametrization
The basic form of the integrals arisint? from a Feynman diagram is

[ i*

V

N(W ^ , v t ^ v ? c \ > , ) _
(4.2.1)

where X is the number of closed loops in the diagram.

A convenient method for

regularizing the divergences in these integrals is to perform the loop momentum (p.)
integrations in (4.2.1) in a spacetime with arbitrary dimensionality n (rather than
4) as indicated by

d p..

In (4.2.1) the numerator function N of the momenta

typically comes directly from performing the gamma matrix traces in a diagram, also
in n dimensions.

The ((.appearing in it are the momenta of external (incoming or

outgoing) particles in the diagram.

The denominator factors come from the prop-

agators of particles appearing in the diagram.

The "1.. and j .. are matrices depen-

ding on the routing and labelling of the momentum variables in the diagram.
The fundamental result for dimensionally regularized integrals is

N

- t i-TT)n — —

-

o

«- 2 - 2 >

" XT

if V * O

where we have assumed a Minkowski metric with signature (+,-,-,-).

The vanishing
i

of the integral if V=0 must be assumed for all values of n and <*. 2\

•

I

is known

to be consistent when cA is an integer and believed always to be satisfactory.
Terms linear in p (e.g. k*p) may easily be included in the denominator of (4.4.2)
by translatingfit,as is always permissable in dimensionally-regularized integrals,
and for example
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The possibility of shifting the variable of integration without altering the
value of the integral (which runs over all possible k) will be used extensively
below.

Any numerator term odd under k-^ -k introduced into (4.2.2) clearly

gives zero upon integration.

For numerator terms containing an even number of k's

the generalization of (4.2.2) is found easily (e.g. by induction)

* O

<| V = O

The tensor T in (4.2.4) does not depend on t), but may contain g„ ., factors, thus
2
forming any to terms in the numerator of the integrand.

i

J
The restriction to distinct

sets of /A. in (4.2.4) forbids terms which differ only by the irrelevant interchange

e
of indices on the individual metric tensors.

Some readers may be amused by the

simialrity of the sum in (4.2.4) to the Pfaffian form (3.3.2) obtained for the
trace of a product of gamma matrices.

The form (4.2.4) is symmetric, while (3.3.2)

is antisymmetric under transpositions of the/A .

t
To cast the integrand of (4.2.1) into a form j/o which (4.2.2) can directly
•4be applied, i£ is first necessary to combine the denominator factors in (4.2.1).
The most common and in nearly all cases most convenient method for doing this is
to introduce auxialliary Feynaman parameter integrals using the Feynmna identity

For each of the loop momenta k.in turn, the resulting combined denominator may
be written in the form

$=/K)
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\\°^

1
where q and V depend on the other ft.,,

but not on to.. Then, by making the change

of variablesfc.•+ Ti.=fe.+q,the denominator form (4.2.6) becomes

so that the linear term in k is thus removed. At this stage, the integration over
the loop momentum to. may be performed by direct application of (4.2.2).

The

reuslt of this integration may then be integrated succesively over each further
to. in (4.2.1) by repeated application of the same proceedure. This iterative
technique is usually termed 'loop-by-loop' Feynman parametrization; it is the
method used by VIPER and COBRA as described in some detail below.
There are, in fact, several algorithms for performing the Feynman parametrization and integration described above. All must ultimately give equivalent
results although the complexity of intermediate expressions generated differs.
An alternative algorithm does not proceed iteratively through each loop, but
treats all together. The algorithm begins by combining all of the factors in the
denominator according to (4.2.5), and writing the result in the form

ri»b

ri> fc&i..*^

where ^ is a vector consisting of the I loop momenta tk., and U is an £x£ matrix
of Feynman parameters. Completing the square in the denominator of (4.2.8) and
diagonalizing with respect to U, the integral becomes

T
T
where R is the orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes U (i.e. R.U.R = U , R .R = I),
and X. is the i

eigenvalue of U ((U )..).

successive direct applications of (4.2.4).

The form (4.2.9) may be evaluated by
One advantage of this method is that
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since the denominator in (4.2.9) is even under p.-^ -to., all terms in the numerator
of (4.2.9) which are odd underfe.—^ -to. may immediately be discarded, since they
will vanish upon integration.

However, the method leading to (4.2.9) appears to

have many disadvantages compared to the simpler loop-by-loop method described
above.

The foremost of these is that the algebraic functions of the Feynman para-

meters reuslting from the diagonalization of U are typically extremely complicated
for multiloop diagrams (involving many radicals).

Mostly as a consequence of this,

the final analytical form of the Feynman-parametrized integral is in general much
more complicated, thereby hindering further analytical or numerical treatment.
In addition, the method by which simple parametric integrals are evaluated analytically in terms of beta functions by COBRA (described in sec. 4.4) relies on
loop-by-loop parametrization.
VIPER and COBRA take the momentum space form for a diagram (generated, for
example, by GAMALG) and then perform the momentum integrations by introducing
Feynman parameters.

It is also possible to construct the parametric represen-

tation for a diagram directly, without considering the momentum space form.

We did

not use this method in VIPER because it is rather inflexible; it must udergo
fundamental modifications to treat any changes in the momentum space forms of
vertices in diagrams.

In addition, is usually simpler to perform renormalizations

in the momentum space representation.

The most sophisticated algorithm for ob-

taining the Feynman parametric form of a diagram directly was constructed by
Cvitanovic and Kinoshita, which requires only the specification of the diagram in
terms of graph-thoeretical matrices (corresponding essentially to n\ and ? in (4.2.1))
Of course this method is ultimately equivalent to the more straightforward one used
by

VIPER and COBRA and it certainly generates no fewer terms.

The most difficult

aspect of the method is the application of parametric differentiation operators to
the results of momentum space integrals with numerators
(4.2.4).

equal to 1, as in deriving

The Cvitanovic-Kinoshita algorithm was implemented by Cvitanovic in and
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3
elegant TECO/SCHOONSCHIP program and was used in their calculation of the 0(o. )
contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment.
\

Cvitanovic and Kinoshita have

also deised an alogorithm for performing the renormalizations necessary in any
ordinary QED graph directly in Feynman parameter space.
The integration region for Feynman parameters in (4.2.5) is an m-simplex
(m-dimensional generalization of a tetrahedron).

For numerical evaluation, it is

convenient to implement the Ofunction condition

Z

J=1»

an(

3 to change variables so

that the integration region is transformed into an (m-1) dimensional hypercube, and
the modified (m-1) Feynman parameters all run from 0 to 1.
are the x., defined by

A suitable transformation

l

0

L-|

(4.2.10a)
This transformation has Jacobian

3=n

^

t:

l

- "2*\
(4.2.10b)
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4.3

VIPER
The function VIPER (exp,[|»1,^2,...]) Feynman parametrizes the momnetum space

integrand exp, and integrates it with respect to the loop momenta 8>l,fc2,... in the
order given.

The expression exp, which is often generated by using GAMALG, must be

written in terms of dot products of momenta (e.g. p'kl, represented by D(p,kl) as
2
2
in GAMALG), massive propagators (written as ZDEN(p.m) = p -m ) , and numerical
constants such as the dimensionality of spacetime N.

If constants other than N

appear, they must be declared using SCALS as in GAMALG.

Note that N has the default

value 4-2E; it may be reset to any expression exp (e.g. 4-E) by NSET(exp), also as
in GAMALG).
As a first example of the use of VIPER we consider the one loop correction to
the photon propagator in QED:

*w^~

. —

-

*

-e
(4.3.1)

The trace has been performed using GAMALG; the result is called inp.

In the fol-

lowing output, inp is first printed as Dl, and then Feynamn parametrized by VIPER.

CC

xC(V
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When an integral is fed to VIPER, is is simplified by collecting together all
terms with the same denominator.

Each term in the resulting sum is processed sep-

erately; if the flag INTP:TRUE, VIPER wil print each integrand with a distinct
denominator (2) along with the loop momentum over which it is being integrated.
VIPER begins by finding all the terms in the integrand whcih depend on the
v?
integration momentum p.

Those occuring in the denominator are combined using the

Feynman identity (4.2.5) and the coefficient A of

p

is extracted.

The translation

of the loop momentum necessary to complete the square in the denominator is found.
Details of this operations are printed if the flag DENFrTRUE

(3). The Feynman

parameters introduced are named ji. . wher i numbers the loop and j labels the parameters for a given loop; for each loop i the parameters are constained by

%..ml.

The first entry in the output list is the parametrized denominator, the second gives
its exponent, and the third gives the remaining factor in (4.2.5).

Thus the trijtfegiJand
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integrand is

FACTOR
vmrc-D (numerator)
[A.DENOM]POWER

(4.3.2)

Finally the Feynman parameters which have been introduced are listed.

The trans-

lation vector QVEC is given, specifying the shift of variables p -»> p+QVEC in the
•i
loop integration.

Next, VIPER constructs this shifted iijegrand.

In the denomin-

ator, the 'o function in (4.2.2) is use^ to simplifiy any occurences of the sum
of all of the Feynman parameters introduced for a given loop to one. After the
numerator terms are shifted, those containing an odd number of p'si are dropped,
since they vanish upon integration according to (4.2.4).

If the flag NUMP:TRUE

then the result of shifting each term in the numerator will be printed (3). Next,
the formula (4.2.4) is applied to give the integral of each term.
loop momentum are first written as

g ^ k k etc.

Squares of the

(Note that if a method of regu-

larization other than the dimensional one is required, only this (rathefsmall)
part of the proceedure need be changed.)

Adding together the results for each termf

the integration over the loop momentum p is completed and in this one loop example
the answer is returned (4).

Since VIPER works loop-by-loop, its operation for

each loop in a multiloop case is analogous to this example:

the result after inte-

grating over the first loop momentum becomes the input for the next integration.
In general, the ouput from VIPER should not be f a c t o r e d — the MACSYMA function FACTOR will usually complicate large expressions rather than simplify them.
Here however, the result is simple and by factoring it we see that it is proportional to g

2
- k k /k as is required by gauge invariance.

GAMMA(x) is the gamma function of x, %I = /-l
is set to FALSE, a factor (-4IT)

n

In the answer,

, and PI = IT .

If the flag PIFAC

will be omitted for each loop and the final

answer will be free of PI and (-4)
VIPER applies the recursion relation forV^ functions, zr(z) = T(z+1), until
the argument of each one is of the form l+f(N) with f(4)=0.

This operation may be

prevented by setting GAMSIM:FALSE, but usually leads to important simplifications.
~J^^aJJ3L-^e-,ffi3Lfce_1^fc1iat^'t^
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Finally we note that in thsi case the parametric integral can be performed
analytically in terms of hypergeometric functions, yielding the result

(4.3.3)
Alternatively, it may first be Taylor expanded around 6 = 0.

The result to 0(1.)

is sufficiently simple for the MACSYMA function INTEGRATE to perform the final
parametric integral over Zll.
As a second example, we consider the integral

J W but? T>>-tf(p-#lv^"V

(4.3.4)

which occurs in the two loop contribution to the photon propagator in massless
QED.

For ^ost integrals over more than one loop momentum, the expressions

which reuslt from the application of eqn. 4.2.2 can be quite cumbersome, and often
exceed the maximum expression size which MACSYMA can handle.

In addition, most

FORTRAN compilers have a limit on the length of individual arithmetic input expressions.

For these reasons it is essential to introduce dummy symbolic names for

the many repeated subexpressions which are generated during Feynman parametrization.
Doing this minimizes the number of computations required in the numerical evaluation
of the integral^ If DUMMY:TRUE then dummy names will be introduced using the
following notation:
DCi

is the coefficient of the square of the i

denominator of the (i-1)

integration.

integration variable in the

The values of the DCi are given as

a set of equations in the list DCL.
SCij

is the coefficient of the j

for the i

integration.

momentum in the translation vector QVEC

If a coefficient is sufficiently simple, the

corresDndine SCii will be left unassiened.

The values of the assigned SCii
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are given in the list SCL.
NCi

th
is the coefficient of the ±~" term generated in the shifted numer-

ator. Again, some NCi may be left unassigned.

The values of those used

are givne in the list NCL.
FID

is the final denominator.

Its value is givhe as an equation in the

list FIDL.
When saving a result in a disk file, all of the lsits above and the list ZL of
Feynman parameters as well as the final answer must be saved.

The function

EGG(NAME, ANS,fnl,fn2,dir) will save all required expressions in the disk file
[fnl,fn2,dir], assigning the answer ANS to the variable NAME.
The Feynman parametrization of the integral (4.3.4) (whose integrand is
denoted by inp) is performed as follows:
<C6) ir.Pr
D(Kr P>
<D6)
D(Pt P) DCP - K> P - K> DCP - Qi P - Q) DCG. 0) DCG - K, Q - K>
(C7) 3ns2! vif>er! inp r lr-i o3 ) i
INTEGRATING
DCKr P)
OVER
DCP. P) DCP - Ki P - K) PCP - G» P - 0) DCG. Q) DCG - Ki Q - K)
CDENOM.POWER.FACTOR.PARAMETERS}J
(ft

CZ13 <DCQ. a> - 2 DCP, Q)) + DCP, P> + Z12 CDCK, K) - 2 DCK. P))F 3r 2r Zlli
Z12, Z133
QVEC = - Z13 0 - Z12 K
TRANSLATED NUMERATOR
NTEGRATING
-E-l
DC2

Z13 D(Kf G> + DCK, P) + Z12 DCK. K)
-E-l

Z13 GAMMA<E + 1) FID
DCQ, 0) D(Q -Ki Q - K)

W

DCK, Q)

OVER

G

CDENOM,POWER,FACTOR.PARAMETERS}:
Z23 (<Z12 - Z12 ) DCK, K> - 2 Z12 Z13 D(K. Q>>
[[!([). O) +
DC2
+ Z22 CDCK, K) - 2 DCK, G)>» E + 3, <E + i) (E + 2) Z23 , Z21, Z22. Z23]
(Z12 Z13 Z23 + DC2 Z22) K

(3)

ovec=
DC2
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(M)

TRANSLATED NUMERATOR
INTEGRATING

DCK, G) - SC21 DCK, K)

1
DC2

- E
DCK, K>

Z12 GAMMACE + 1) FID

OVER

G

DCQ, G) DCG - K, Q - K)
CDENOM,POWER.FACTOR.PARAMETERS 1!
Z23 (<Z12 - Z12 ) DCK. K) - 2 Z12 Z13 DCK, G)>
CDCQ, Q) +
DC2
+ Z22 CDCK, K) - 2 DCK, G>>> E + 3, CE + 1) CE + 2) Z23 , Z21» Z22, Z233
(Z12 Z13 Z23 + DC2 Z22) K
GVEC=
DC2
TRANSLATED NUMERATOR
DCK, K)
-E-l
E
-2E-1
<D8) DC2
SC21 Z13 Z23 GAMMA(2 E + 1) FID
DCK, K>
~\
\

-E-l
- DC2

E
-2E-1
Z12 Z23 GAMMAC2 E t 1> FID
DCK, K)

The integration (1) /over the first loop proceeds as in the previous example.
dummy variables make their appearance in the second loop integration.
2
cient of Q

The

The coeffi-

\

rv

in the denominaotr factor reuslting from the fidst loop integration

(over P) is extracted and called DC2 in the input to the second loop integration
(over Q ) .

The exact expression for QVEC is printed (3), however the dummy SC21

has been substituted for the coefficient of K in the translated numerator (4).
The<D?>
values
del,for the dummy variables can be found in the lists specified above:
(B?>
CDC2 - - 2 (Z13 - 1) Z133
<C10) self
(D10)

Z12 Z13 Z23 + DC2 Z22
CSC21
DC2

<C11> fidl!
2
2
2
Z12 Z13 Z23 DCK, K>

Z12 (2 Z13 Z22 + Z12 - 1) Z23 DCK, K>

<Pli> CFID '
DC2
DC2
- (Z22 - 1> Z22 DCK, K)3
Even for this relatively simple case, the use of the dummies simplifies the answer
considerably.

The values of the dummies may be substituted into the final answer

ANS by using the function UNDUM(ANS).
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IZ.

V\ <

V <L- 3 -yV. 'i-

where EXPT(A,B) is MACSYMA's print representation for A

when A is more than a

single line long.
Once the parametric form of the integrand has been found, the parametric
integrations must be uncoupled.

Since the Feynman parameters were introduced in-

dependently for each loop integration, the transformation 4.2.10 must be applied
to each set seperately.

The function CUBIFY(exp,flag) will transform exp, a

function of the Zij into a function of variables Xi all of which are to be integrated from 0 to 1.

If flag=J then the result will be multiplied by the Jacobian

of the transformations; if flag is omitted, the Jacobians will be omitted as well.
The funciton MONTE(NAME,exp,fnl,fn2,dir,flag) prepares a FORTRAN input file
suitable for immediate insertion into a numerical integration program.

The

VIPER ouput exp is given the name NAME, and a file with the name fnl,fn2 in
directory dir is created containing the result of applying the transformation
4.2.10 to the value lists and exp.

If necessary, additional dummy variables are

defined so that each arithmetic statement is less than ten lines long, as required
by most FORTRAN compilers.

If the final argument to MONTE is W a new file will

be created; if it is A, the results will be appended to the existing file with the
given name.

Note that anything typed by the user also is written into the file.

The integral we have been considering in the second example is finite, so we may
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set £ = 0 before proceeding.
(C13) 3ris2:ev(ans2,e=0) »
SC21 Z13 DCK. K)
(Di4)
'
DC2 FID

Z12 PCK, K)
DC2 FID

<C15) monteCansf,3ns2.viper.test.trex.w).
FORTRAN
DC2 = -2*X1*X2*CX1*X2-1>
SC21 = -CX1**2*(1-X2)*X2*X4*X5+DC2*X4*(1-X5))/DC2
FID = -DCK,K>*X1**4*C1-X2>**2*X2**2*X4**2*X5**2/DC2**2-DCK»K>*X1*C
i
1-X2)*X4*C2*X1*X2*X4*C1-X5)+X1*C1-X2)-1)*X5/DC2-DCK.K)*X4*CX4*C
2
1-X5)-1>*C1-X5>
• EX1 = SC21*DCK,K)*X1**2*X2**2*X4*X5/CDC2*FID)
EX2 = -DCK.K)*X1**2*C1-X2)*X2*X4*X5/CDC2*FID)
ANSF - EX2-J-EX1
CVIPER. TEST. DSK, TREX3
The contents of the file begins with the line following the word FORTRAN, and ends
with the line ANSF = ... . The final line gives the name of the file into which
the preceeding lines have been written.
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4.4 COBRA
When a Feynman diagram involves only massless internal particles, many of
the integrals involved may be performed analytically.
COBRA(exp, [tol,|l2, —

The function 9^^^eitp"Vt%t;k

,^n]) attempts to integrate the expression exp, typically out-

put from GAMALG, over the loop momenta ^l,fe2,...,fen.
are given is unimportant.

The order in which the ki

The integrand will in geneeral be a sum of terms, each

with a different product of dot products in the denominator.

These factors in the

denominator must not be expanded (i.e. DFIXed), for expample, D(p-q,p-q) cannot be
written as D(p,p)-2D(p,q)+D(q,q).

If the flag VIRED:TRUE, all output from GAMALG

will be compatible with COBRA.
The algorithm of COBRA is based on the formula

\

. gt/,jfrTJ*IT«*-VV) rr/t-ortW> .

^!k_

i— ,
(4.4.1)

In diagrammatic terms this states thath the result of integrating a subdiagram of
the form

• - • (

J—

~*

is a propagator raised to a non-integer power

multiplied by a constant factor (usually a product of gamma functions).

Since

eqn 4.4.1 holds for arbitrary X

As an

andc?

example, consider the (useless) diagram

corresponding to the integral:

, it can be applied iteratively.
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ayy>j\jyr*

^^Cr^^^-^V^^^-^s^t-^Cv-v-O1
(4.4.2)
If the integrations are done in the order r^^.q.s.t.p then this integral can be
evaluated completely using eqn 4.4.1.

Denoting the integrand of (4.4.2) by inp,

the integral (4.4.2) is performed by COBRA as follows:
CC1> inPf

, PlPAC 1 CAP5

2
CD1> 1/CD CP - K. P - K ) DC- T + P

K,

2
3
T + P - K) D CP, P ) D CQ, Q)

DCP - Q» P - Q> DCR1. Rl) DCQ - Rl, Q - Rl) DCR2, R2) DCQ - R2, Q - R2>
DCS. S) DCT - S» T - S))

Or b<2^

CC2) cobraCinp.Cs.rl»p»a,r2»t3)5
"
2
2
3
SENDING 1/CD CP, P> D <P - K, P - K> DCP - Q. P - G) D CQ, Q>
DCQ - Bit Q - Rl) DCR1, Rl) DCG - R2, Q - R2) DCR2, R2) DCS, S)

CO

D(- T + P - K , - T + P - K ) DCT - S, T - S>>
TO EULER CR1, R2, Q, S, T, P3
2
2
3
INTEGRATING
1/CD CP, P) D CP - K, P - K> DCP - Q, P - Q) D CQ» Q>
DCQ - Rl, Q - Rl) D(R1» Rl) DCQ - R2, Q - R2> DCR2, R2) DCS, S)
DC- T + P - K , - T + P - K ) DCT - S, T - S>) OVER
2
- E -3
INTEGRATING
GAMMA <1 - E) GAMMACE) DCG, Q)

U)

Rl

2
2
/CGAMMAC2 - 2 E) D CP, P) D CP - K, P - K) DCP - Q, P - Q) DCQ - R2, Q - R2)
i

DCR2, R2) DCS, S) DC- T + P - K , - T + P - K ) DCT - S, T - S)>
A
2
- 2 E -3
INTEGRATING
GAMMA (1 - E) GAMMA (E) DCQ, Q)

OVER

2
2
2
/CGAMMA C2 - 2 E) D CPr P) D CP - K, P - K> DCP - Q, P - Q) DCS, S)
DC- T + P - K ,

-T

+ P-K)

DCT - S, T - S>)

5
INTEGRATING
3 E
DCPt P)

ia

OVEK

Q

2

GAMMAC- 3 E - 1) GAMMA CI - E) GAMMA CE) GAMMAC3 E + 2)
4
2
/CGAMMA C2 - 2 E) GAMMAC- 4 E) GAMMAC2 E + 3)

D CP - K, P - K) DCS, S) DC- T + P - K , - T + P - K ) DCT - S, T - S>>
OVER

S

INTEGRATING

7
3
GAMMAC- 3 E - 1) GAMMA CI - E) GAMMA CE) GAMMAC3 E + 2)

- 3 E - 4
3
DCPF P)
/CGAMMA C2 - 2 E) GAMMAC- 4 E) GAMMAC2 E + 3)
2
E
D CP - K, P - K) DC- T + P - K, - T + P - K) D CT, T)) OVER

R2
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8
2
GAMMAC- 3 E - 1) GAMMA CI - E> GAMMA CE) GAMMAC2 E - l )
1-2E
-3E-4
GAMMAC3 E + 2) DCK - P, K - P>
DCP, P>

INTEGRATING

CI)

2
'
2
/CGAMMAC3 - 3 E) GAMMA <2 - 2 E> GAMMAC- 4 E) GAMMAC2 E + 3) D CP - K, P - K>)
OVER

P

8
2
CD2) - GAMMAC- 3 E - 1) GAMMAC1 - 3 E) GAMMA CI - E) GAMMA CE) GAMMAC2 E - l )
- 6 E - 3
GAMMAC3 E + 2) GAMMAC4 E - 2) GAMMAC6 E + 3) DCK, K)
2
/CGAMMAC- 7 E - 1) 6AMMAC3 - 3 E) CAMMA C2 - 2 E) GAMMAC4 E) GAMMAC2 E + 1)
GAMMAC2 E + 3) GAMMAC3 E + 4))

Here the dimensionality of spacetiem has been taken to be N = 4 -2E but may be reassigned to any expression by NSET(exp).

Also a factor (-4^)

suppressed (by setting PIFAC:FALSE as in VIPER).

has been

COBRA begins by searching for an

order in which the integrations may be performed using eqn. 4.4.1.

If it succeeds

and the flag SENP:TRUE then it will display the integrand and the order of integration (1) , saying thath' the integrand had been sent to EULER —

in this case

the parametric integrals are just beta functions (i.e. Euler integrals of the
first type)/

If no ordering suffices, then the integrand is displayed as sent to

GEGENBAUER, in which case a table of results obtained using Gegenbauer expansions
is searched (see below).

If the required result does not appear in the table,

then COBRA simply returns the integrand.

(When the input is a sum of terms, the

final output will consist of the results of those whcih can be integrated analytically added to any intractable integrands).

In the example (4.4.2) there are

6! = 720 possible orderings of the integrations. These orderings are searched by
first permuting the last two momenta in the input list, then the last three, and
so on. The time spent in seraching for an acceptible ordering can be significantly
reduced by specifying the loop momenta in a usable order.

In addition-;—the."lX#fc

•ef permutations uf five op more muwouLa will Lake up a conoidorable amount of apace
in core, perhapc even ao much that the root of the caliualLluii cannot be eompl^LeJ-.-
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For integrals involving more than four loops, the integration will be attempted in
the order given in the input list; the permutations will be -gerrerate-d- only if this
fails.
In the example (4.4.2) the integrations over r.. and r„ are performed first (2)
Denoting (K )

by

- <•

if fb J 1 the result may be indicated schematically by

^J

U

:/

Next the integrations over q,s,t are performed (3):

4*hCr

-\+lL
Finally, the p integration is performed (4).
Eqn 4.4.1 only guarantees complete evaluation of diagrams with a rather
simple topological structure. Nevertheless, a large fraction of the integrals
arising in massless QED and QCD from diagrams with a more complicated topological
structure can still be evaluated using only eqn 4.4.1.

The basic proceedure is to

expand numerator factors involving the loop momenta as sums of terms which will
cancel factors in the denominator using the algebraic identity

frK? l ^ 7 -H)
For example the integral

!*pd^

which occurs in evaluation of the diagram

(4.4.3)

Jti—
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\l

MnniH be written as:

a , - -.

COBRA first implements the identity (4.4.3) for each possible dot product, expanding
the result.

It then combines those terms which have the same denominator.

In a

few cases, it may fail to make a possible substitution and as a result be unable
to integrate a particular term.

The user may define the required expansion with

the function NUMEV(epx,replacement) wher£ replacement is exp written as a sum of
squares.
As an example of the use of COBRA, we consider the evaluation of the one-loop
correction to the vacuum polarization in massless QED.

(The calculation of the

massive one loop vacuum polarization was discussed as an example of VIPER above.)
The integrand is obtained from GAMALG and called inpl.
CC1) pifactfBlse*
CC2) inpl?
CD2) C8 DCMU, P) DCNU, P) - 4 DCK, MU) DCNU, P) - 4 DCK, NU) DCMU, P)
4 DCMU, NU)
+ A DCK, P) DCMU, NU))/CDCP, P) DCP - K, P - K))
DCP - K, P - K)
CC3) cobraCinpl.Cp.aD)»
INTEGRATING
C8 DCMU, P) DCNU. P) - 4 DCK. MU) DCNU. P)
(\^)

- 4 DCK, NU) DCMU. P) + 4 DCK. P) DCMU, NU))/CDCP, P) DCP - K, P - K>>
OVER

P

CDENOMINATOR, POWER. FACTOR. GVEC3'.

LT)

CDCP, P) + Zll Z12 DCK, K ) , 2, 1, - Zll K3
TRANSLATED NUMERATOR

DCMU. P) DCNU. P) + Zll DCK. MU) DCNU. P)

2
+ Zll DCK, NU) DCMU, P) + Zll DCK. MU) DCK. NU)
tf>

L

TRANSLATED NUMERATOR

DCK. MU) DCNU. P) + Zll DCK, MU) DCK, NU)

TRANSLATED NUMERATOR

DCK, NU) DCMU, P> + Zll DCK, MU) DCK, NU)

TRANSLATED NUMERATOR

DCK, P) DCMU, NU) + Zll DCK, K) DCMU, NU)
2
CD3) - 4 XI CE - 1) GAMMA CI - E) GAMMACE + 1)
CDCK, K) DCMU, NU) - DCK, MU) DCK, NU)>

E
/CE C2 E - 3) C2 E - 1) GAMMAC1 - 2 E) D CK, K)>
If the flag INTP:TRUE then each term being integrated over each momentum will be
printed (1). COBRA works on each term in turn and begins by identifying the denom-
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inator factors which involve the first injegration momentum.

If the denominator

contains only one such factor, then the integral vanishes according to eqn 4.4.1.
If there are more than two factors, the integral cannot be performed using eqn 4.4.1
and the integrand is returned as intractable.

If there are jsyt two factors in

the dneominator, then the facto's are combined by introducing two Feynman parameters
and the translation of the origin required to complete the square in the resulting
denominator is found.

If the flag DENP:TRUE, a list of details of the denominator's

treatment is printed (2), as in VIPER. The integrand is given in terms of the
x
FACTOR
/
elements of this list by
•
^numerator-. The Feynamn parameters intro[DENOM] P O W E R
*
th
duced for the i

loop inetgration are denoted by Zij where j = 1 or 2: Zi2 = 1-Zil.

The translation vector is called QVEC.
in the numerator:
(3).

The loop momentum is translated by p-} p+QVEC

the resulting numerator terms are printed if the flag NUMP:TRUE

Terms containing an odd number of factors of the loop momentum are dropped

since they vanish upon integration; the remaining terms are then integrated over p
using eqn 4.2.4.

The necessary parametric integrations are performed by application

of

1
\

^ 2 ? ^ ^ ^ i « a ^ s &(>*i^**}

where B(x,y) is the Euler beta function.
denote I (x) and N-l

In results from COBRA, GAMMA(x) and %I

respectively.

The proceedure for evaluating multiloop integrals differs form that in the
one loop case only at the beginning and end.

Those integrals which will not yield

to repeated applications of eqn 4.4.1 are singled out and sent to a seperate set of
routines called GEGENBAUER (see below).

And those amenable to eqn 4.4.1 must be

passed iteratively to COBRA for each successive loop integration.

Note finally that

as in VIPER the reiicrrence relation for gamma funcitons is used fo write the
argument of each gamma function as 1 + f(N) with f(4)=0.

This simplification may be

prevented by setting GAMSIM:FALSE.
Some massless integrals not tractable with eqn 4.4.1 may be evaluated by
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expanding each propgator in a seies of n (=2/+2) dimensional hyperspheical harmonics
C^ (Gegenbauer polynomials):
"j

where T(p,q) = min(—,-y-).
in table 4.1.

Some properties of the hyperspherical polynomials are given

The orthogonality relations for the hyperspherical harmonics allow

the angular part of the loop momentum integrations to be done easily.

The remaining

radial integrals become trivial when the hypergeometric funcitons are replaced by
their power series expansions:

•?
Ocaisionally the resulting series may be summed exactly in terms of known functions.
Usually, however, the series must first be expanded around «r = 0.

The coefficients of

each power of - will then be a series whict^in relatively simple diagrams^an be summed.
As an exapmle of these methods, consider the integral:

J^

Wrtf^V^ ^ ^

Particular cases of this arise in the calculation of vaccum polarization at three loops
in QED.

This integral is evaluated by COBRA as follows:
CC1) inp$

coo-PS
1

(Dl)
RHO
SIG
D
CP, P) D
CP - K, P - K) DCP - Q, P - Q> DCG, Q) DCQ - K, Q - K)
CC2) scsls<rho,si3 ) 1
CC3) cobrsC i n p , L»»,a3) i
SENDING

RHO
SIG
D
CP, P> D
CP - K, P - K) DCP - Q, P - Q) DCQ, Q) DCQ - K, Q - K)
TO €H&&¥SWE+-

& r & t M fcj&Ofci^
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INTEGRATING
1
OVER
RHO
SIG
D
CP, P) D
<P - K, P - K) DCP - Q, P - Q) DCQ, Q) DCQ - K, Q - K)
CP, Q3

.
2 E
2 E
2
CD3) - C- 4)
PI
GAMMA (1 - E) GAMMACE)
CGAMMAC- SIG - RHO - 2 E + 3) CGAMMAC- RHO - 2 E + 2) GAMMACRHO)
GAMMAC- SIG - E + i; GAMhACSIG + E> + GAMMAC- RHO - E + 1) GAMMACRHO + E)
GAMMAC- SIG - 2 E + 2) GAMMACSIG)) GAMMACSIG + RHO + 2 E - 2)
+ GAMMAC- RHO - E + 1) GAMMACRHO + E) GAMMAC- SIG - E + 1)
GAMMAC- SIG - RHO - 3 E + 3) GAMMACSIG + E) GAMMACSIG + RHO + E - 1))
- SIG - RHO - 2 E + 1
DCK, K)

2

/C256 PI2

GAMMAC- 2 CE - 1)) GAMMACRHO)

GAMMACRHO + E) GAMMAC- SIG - RHO --3 E + 3) -GAMMAC- SIG - RHO - 2 E + 3)
GAMMACSIG) GAMMACSIG + E)>
When COBRA finds that the required integrations cannot be performed using eqn 4.4.1,
it prints that the integrand (1) has been sent to GEGENBAUER; the printout may be
prevented by setting SENP:FALSE.

If ITOTiTRUE then GEGENBAUER itself will print each

integrand (2) it receives and list the momenta being integrated.
The GEGENBAUER ruotines do not evaluate integrals by an algorithm; they merely
use the table of results given in table 4.2.

Note that some of the table entries

are just the first few temrs in the Laurent expansion around N = 4, and not the
exact answer for arbitrary N.

For example, consider the integral:

which arises from the diagram

and is multiplied by a factor ofY^cr) resulting from the integration over the internal
fermion line (see the first example in this section above).
be evaluated by COBRA as follows.

The relevant integral may
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CCl) inplJ
- E - l
DCP - Q, P - Q)
CD1)
DCP, P) DCP - K, P - K) DCQ, Q> DCG - K, G - K)
CC2) cobrsCiripl.Cp.a3).
- E - l
DCP - Q, P - Q)
SENDING
DCP, P> DCP - K, P - K) DCQ, Q) DCG - K, Q - K)
TO CHEBYSHEF
- E - l
DCP - G, P - Q)
INTEGRATING

OVER CP, Q3
DCP, P) DCP - K, P - K) DCQ, Q) DCQ - K. Q - K)
2 E
2 E
2
CD2) - C- 4)
PI
C4 E DUM1 + 2 E C- 8 ZETAC4) + C6 - 6 XGAMMA) ZETAC3)
2
- 3 E - 1
2
+ 5 ZETA C2)) + 6 ZETAC3)) DCK, K)
/C256 PI2 )

Thus to get the correct finite part for the entire diagram, the result for the final
two loops must be known to 0(€). Similarly when a counterterm diagram is being calcur
lated, the integral also will be multiplied by factors containing poles.

If the ex-

pansion in the table is to 0(< ) ans the factor contains k
order poles, their proi-k
duct will be correct only to 0(dr ) . To avoid mistakes, each expanded answer has
added to it a term DUMi*P

. the expansion of the final answer is then correct to the

highest order in ^. whose coefficient contains no DUMi.
We have not attempted to write a compete systematic program impelmenting the
hyperspherical expansion technique.

In the first place, MACSYMA has only a very

primative facility for performing summations, which is quite inadequate for those
required.

In addition, the terms in the final sum which contribute to a given order

in £ may be identified manually without difficulty; a systematic program to find them
would be quite complex.

Nevertheless, we have written several programs which per-

form some of the required expansions.
vertex disgram.

As an example we consider the one loop scalar

P ^

K—»-4J^
The required integral is

The function GEGEX(exp,[fel,...]) makes the expansions 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 for each propa-
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gator which depends upon one of the integration variables
CC1) inpSl/dsCk)/dsCk-p)/dsCk-a)i
1
CD1)
DCK, K) DCK - P, K - P> DCK - Q, K - Q)
CC2) snsise^intC inp,CK3»Cp,a3> J
2
CD2) CM1 - E + 1) CM2 - E + 1) GAMMA CI - E) GAMMACJ1 + E) GAMMACJ2 + E)
2 CI - E) - 3
Ml + 2 Jl + 1
GAMMACM1 + Jl + 1) GAMMACM2 + J2 + 1) K
TCK, P)
M2 + 2 J2 + 1
CHCK, P, Ml) TCK, Q)
CHCK, Q, M2)
2
/CGAMMA CE) CAMMACJ1 + 1) GAMMACJ2 + 1) GAMMACH1 + Jl - E + 2)
GAMMACM2 + J 2 - E + 2 )

PQ)

Here N = 4-2E s o ^ 1-E, C *(p«q) is denoted by CH(P,Q,M1), and P = p

etc.

A sum-

mation variable m. running from 0 to infinity is introduced for each propagator.

Add-

itionally, each hypergeometric function is expanded in its power series (4.4.5), introducing a further variable j . each also running from 0 to infinity.
answer is proportional to r (j ,+Ol (jy+t)/\

Note that the

(€3 • This factor is 0(£ ) if j..and j ?

are both greater than 0, 0(£) if either vanishes, and 0(1) if both do.

The final "li'aJrTT

radial integration may introduce poles for particular values of j 1 and j _ .

The

isolation of the coefficient each power of t is left to the user.
The function CHINT(exp,var) performs the angular integration of exp over var.
For example
CC3) chintCchCk»p»nil)*chCk»a,m2> ,k) »
2 - E
2 PI
CHCP, Q, Ml)
CD3)
CM1 - E + 1) GAMMAC1 - E)

(\

// l

2 - E
(D4) 2 PI

CM1 - E + 1) GAMMAC1 - E) GAMMACJ1 + E) GAM«ACJ2 + E)

GAMMACM1 -I Jl + 1) GAMMACM1 + J2 + 1) K
Mi + 2 J2 + 1
T(K

'

Q)

'' "

E>

"

3

T CK,

P^

+ 2 J1 +

*

2
C

HCP, G, MD/CGAMMA CE) GAMMACJ1 + 1) GAMMACJ2 + 1)

GAMMACM1 + Jl - E^+ 2) GAMMACM1 + J2 - E + 2) P Q)
If more than two of the C depend on var, CHINT simply returns the input.

There is
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no known way to perform the integral of three C

s with different arguments.

If two

of the arguments are the same, eqn.3 in table 4.2 may be used.
Finally the function RADINT(exp,[kl,...,kr],[pi,...,ps]) will perform the radial
^J-JJO

integrations over the k.; the p. are the external momenta.

RADINT uses a table of

results which at present contains the value of the integral for the cases r=l,2,3,s=l.
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